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THE CORRELATION BETWEEN NAO, AO, AND THE AIRMASSES MOVEMENT BY “HESS-BREZOWSKY”
CLASSIFICATION IN THE NORTHERN PART OF MOLDOVA
Nicolae ILIE1, Liviu APOSTOL2, Aurel-Dănuț AXINTE1
S.C Intervenții Active în Atmosferă S.R.L. Iași, România
Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology,
Iași, Romania
1
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The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and that Artic (AO), respectively,
are by considerable importance to make the short-time weather forecast
(until three days), followed by those of middle range and long time (until
two weeks). Because NAO and AO are two crucial indicators derived
from the northern hemisphere and globally dynamic processes, they are
essential to make the weather forecast outlook on short (until one month)
and medium-range (until three months).
To analyzing the 'Hess-Brezowsky' weather patterns associated with the
NAO and AO during 19 years (2000 to 2018), has highlighted some
aspects over the weather kind in the north part of Moldova. The zonal airmasses' movements such as northwestern and western, both of them into
the anti-cyclonic and cyclonic regime, were deployed in a predominately
positive phase of NAO and AO. In the case of NWA movements, NAO
was 0.17 and AO 0.60, and for WA, NAO was 0.12 and AO 0.71. From
NWZ, the NAO shown values around of 0.03 and AO 0.08.
Exceptionally, NAO was into a negative phase in the case of WZ, with a
value of around -0.13. Instead, for WZ, the AO was positive, with a
yearly average of 0.08. Such air-masses movements are associated with a
mild weather pattern, especially during the wintertime. Then, over the
southern part of Europe, it's set up the 'Omega' ridge. In doing so, the
amounts of the precipitations are low at the studied area's level.
By a more significant interest is the southwesterly air-masses movement
into a cyclonic regime (SWZ) who shown values of NAO of -0.16 and
00.26 for AO. Also, negative values for NAO were in the case of TRM
(Trough over Central Europe), with -0.04 and HNFZ (High over
Scandinavia-Iceland, Trough over Central Europe), WITH -0.64. For the
same synoptically contexts (TRM and HNFZ), the AO was of -0.23,
respectively, -1.31. Associated with the negative phases of NAO and AO,
the planetary waves have shown an undulatory tendency. In such a case,
there are development areas with extreme weather. For the studied region,
the negative phases of NAO and AO were associated with severe weather
events, such as blizzards, storms, and floods.
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LONG-TERM ANALYSIS OF NATIONAL NITROGEN OXIDES
(NOX) EMISSIONS SOURCES
Carmelia Mariana DRAGOMIR BĂLĂNICĂ1, Aurel Gabriel
SIMIONESCU2, Cristian MUNTENIȚĂ1
“Dunărea de Jos” University of Galați, Romania,
Constantin Brâncoveanu University of Pitesti, Romania
1
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The study of Nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions was considered relying on
national statistical database collected over an interval of thirteen years
(2005-2017). Nitrogen oxides emissions are generated from industrial
sectors and road traffic and disturb terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. The
impact that industrial activities have has an essential role in the analysis
of air pollution, over 50% of total NOx quantity, but also Production and
supply of electricity and heat and Transport contribute negatively to the
quality of this environmental factor. Agriculture and home heating there
are also two sources of NOx pollution, but percentages vary between 24%. For the analysed period, the trend is a descending one, concretely in
2005 the total NOx emissions was 326482,4 tons and in 2017 just
228733,08 tons.
EVALUAREA RESURSELOR DE APA DIN BAZINUL RÂULUI
RĂUT ÎN CONTEXTUL TRANSFORMĂRILOR DE MEDIU
Gherman BEJENARU1, Vitalie DILAN1
1

Tiraspol State University, Chișinău, Moldova, Republic of Moldova

Râul Răuț este cel mai mare râu intern din Republica Moldova ca
lungime, suprafață a bazinului de recepție și volum anual al scurgerii.
Amprenta schimbărilor climatice în mod deosebit se manifestă în volumul
resurselor de apă a râurilor mici, care necesită o evaluare contemporană.
în prezentul articol se prezintă o metodologie detaliată de evaluare a
resurselor de apă a rîurilor mici pe exemplul r. Răuț, axată pe analiza
factorilor scurgerii și impactul transformărilor de mediu, atât naturali cât
și antropici. Au fost evaluate resursele de apă medii anuale cu o
probabilitate anuală de depășire 50% (an cu scurgere medie), 75% (an
secetos) și 95% (an foarte secetos). Pe final s-au evaluat resursele de apă
medii anuale și conform scenariilor de schimbare a climei RCP8.5,
RCP4.5, și RCP2.6 (Representative Concentration Pathways) pentru
intervalele de timp 2035, 2065 și 2100. Metodologia propusă poate fi
extinsă pentru evaluarea resurselor de apă a tuturor rîurilor mici din
Republica Moldova.
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THE SYNOPTIC CONTEXT OF THE MAJOR PAST FLOOD
EVENTS IN ROMANIA
Andreea - Diana DAMIAN1, Lucian SFÎCĂ1, Adrian GROZAVU1,
Mădălina MEGA1
1

Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology,
Iași, Romania

Hydroclimatic hazards are the most importanat kind of risk fenomena in
Romania, especially floods, because they cause tens of deaths annually
and devastating material damage. These kind of events have a diverse
range of causes, but the most common in Romania are the cliamatic ones
and so, this study aims to make a thorough analysis of the synoptic
conditions which preceded them. We used the major past flood events
data base from the National Administration Romanian Waters, from 1980
to 2010, two climatic teleconnections, the Arctic Oscillation and the
North-Atlantic Oscillation, and an objective classification for atmospheric
types (Gross Wetter Typen). The study area was divided into 3 major
sections according to the Carpathian Arch: the inter-carpathian area, the
south-carpathian area and the east-carpathian area. Also, we analysed the
lower Danube sector separately. Studying the synoptic context is essential
in assessing these kind of events and to make the right choices to fight the
possible negative effects on society.
THE ASSESSMENT OF RAINFALL EROSIVITY IN
EXTRACARPATHIAN MOLDOVA
Mădălina MEGA1, Lucian SFÎCĂ1, Lilian NIACȘU1, Andreea - Diana
DAMIAN1
1

Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology,
Iași, Romania

Rainfall erosivity is one of the most analyzed subject in
geomorphological and climatological studies. Rainwater plays an
important role in triggering soil erosion. Thus, this impact of raindrops
during significant torrential episodes causes the destabilization of soil
aggregates and it leads to erosion. Rainfall erosivity is one of the most
appropriate parameter through which the erosion capacity of a torrential
rain can be assessed. Romania is a country where dry periods alternate
with rainy periods and the study of rainfall erosivity is essential in the
context in which agriculture is one of the most important fields. The
highest intensity erosion occurs during violent rainfall episodes located at
5

the contact between the atmosphere and the soil. Erosion is triggered by
the energy of the torrential rains, but also by the liquid runoff.
Extracarpathian Moldova is located in the Northeastern and Eastern part
of Romania. In this study, The Suceava Plateau, The Moldavian Plain,
The Moldavian Subcarpathians and The Bârlad Plateau were considered
as a part of Extracarpathian Moldova. Six indices were used to assess
rainfall erosivity: Precipitation Concentration Index, Angot Index,
Fournier Index, Modified Fournier Index, De Martonne aridity Index and
Lang Factor. Each index contributed to the representation of rainfall
erosivity in extracarpathian Moldova. During the analyzed period there
was no significant change of the values of rain erosivity and from a
statistical point of view, there was no individualized trendline. In this
paper we used only climatic indices and the values obtained through them
are directly dependent on latitudinal and altitudinal zoning.
DEFINING THE NATURE AND PURPOSE OF GEOTOURISM
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE CITY OF IAȘI AND
MOLDOVIAN PLATEAU
Ana-Maria ANASTASIEI1, Lilian NIACȘU1
1

Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology,
Iași, Romania

Geotourism is a form of tourism related to two types of landscape: natural
and cultural. In the context of a poor geological substrate, regarding
constructions, geotouristic buildings, and emblematic monuments, we can
understand better the (geo) heritage value of these stones. We try to
analyze and highlight the reasons why such a city with a potential in
terms of building materials of the main tourist attractions but also
buildings of special importance from Romania's first geological reserve Repedea hill can develop this type of tourism, illustrating - through a case
study of the geotourism enhancement of the Repedea site as a source for
construction and ornamental stone of some iconic buildings in the city of
Iasi. We want to prove that geotourism in a city can be understood as part
of urban tourism not only in its traditional sense, namely as the kind of
tourism located in such landscapes, but also as urban architecture and
building materials. These explicitly reflect the local geomorphological
and geological environment, thus being an important element of the trips
undertaken to search and experience a special place of the city.
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NEOHYDROMORPHISM, THE PLACE IN THE EVOLUTION OF
CHERNOZEMS IN CLIMATE CHANGE CONDITIONS.
Gheorghe JIGĂU1
1

State University of Moldova

In the last sixty - seventy years in the steppe and forest-steppe
chernozems, the phenomenon of accelerated neohydromorphization of
steppe lands has developed rapidly.
In the area between the Prut and the Dniester, the area affected by
neohydromorphization increased from 7 thousand ha in the early sixties to
over 100 thousand ha today. If we take into account the lands afferent to
the overheated areas, within which the development of the agricultural
works is defective - we find that by neohydromorphization from the
agricultural circuit are removed over 120 thousand ha.
Neohydromorphism is caused by the intercalated action of changes in the
water regime of chernozems induced by agrogenesis, intensification of
erosion processes and climate dynamics in annual and multiannual
regime. The latter determines pulsating regimes in the operation of
temperatures and precipitation.
The monitoring of the evolution of these lands in the period 1972 - 2020
showed that once the over-wetting appeared, it became a component part
of the development of pedogenesis in the respective area, within a stable
tendency to expand the surface in the years with higher humidity. Thus,
neohydromorphization leads, over time, to changes in the hydrological
regime of the entire affected geomorphological space.
The spatial expansion of neohydromorphized areas is favored by
physical-mechanical degradations (shredding of the structure, horizontal
and vertical cracking with the formation of preferential water capture
routes, modification of the packing of the soil mass with the formation of
compact massive blocks within which the apparent density exceeds 1.47 g
/ cm3, etc.) induced by the dynamics of over-wetting and over-drying
periods. This allows us to conclude that in the current climate trend in the
region, the neohydromorphism of steppe landscapes will develop rapidly.
The evolution of neohydromorphism involves two aspects: pedogenetic
and degradative.
From a pedogenetic point of view, neohydromorphism is a phenomenon
related to the evolution of chernozems, at the pedological scale of time,
synchronized with the evolution of climate and the processes of modeling
the earth's crust caused by it in the current stage of evolution of
chernozem pedogenesis. The factorial-procedural analysis of the
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evolution of chernozem pedogenesis in the region showed that during the
Holocene such stages were repeated with a periodicity of 3-4 thousand
years and involve increasing energy resources involved in pedogenesis
and the initiation of the processes of restoration of chernozem
pedogenesis in the spaces where its intensity has decreased below the
critical threshold (Jigău, 2018).
The degradative aspect implies quantitative and qualitative changes in the
chernozemic typogenetic processes (humus formation and accumulation,
aggregation - structuring, carbonate migration) and the involvement of
processes not characteristic of chernozemic pedogenesis (sulfate
reduction, alkalinization, salinization, solonization, gleization).
Their evaluation based on specific diagnostic criteria allows the
prediction of the evolution of chernozems in climate change conditions at
the pedological time scale.
L’HABITAT MEDINOIS COMME FACTEUR
D’INVESTISSEMENT DURABLE - L’EXPÉRIENCE
THERMIQUE 1
Ali HADJELA , Imane FANTAZI 1, Said MAZOUZ 2
1

Faculty of Architecture and Urban Planning, University Salah Boubnider
Constantine 3, Constantine, Algeria
2
Faculty of Architecture and Urban Planning, University Larbi Ben M'hidi, Oum
Bouaghi, Algeria

Les créateurs de styles en architecture commencent toujours par penser à
créer des constructions modèles, dans l’optique de généraliser, ou
produire “l’idéal mondial”. Cependant, les permutations qu’à passer le
mot idéal, depuis l’air médiévale, classique, renaissance, néoclassique et
moderne ; présentent une forte argumentation de perturbation dans le sens
de l’architecture urbaine modèle recherchée et que le choix des créateurs
demeure non stable, jusqu’à la fin du 19e siècle avec l’introduction de
l’esprit du développement durable.
Sauvegarder l’héritage social, économique et environnemental, (tel
qu’annonce le développement durable) est enfin un à prétexte “sans à
reproche” et qui pourra être enfin irréversible pour tout le monde. Mais
cette fois sans exclure les anciennes méthodes pratiquées, et justement de
pouvoir en profiter, pour créer une architecture durable.
La médina de Constantine en Algérie, n’était pas épargnée du monde, elle
faisait aussi preuve d’existence et de pertinence. Cet héritage de
villepatrimoniale, productive de construction et d’habitation développe
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des itinéraires complexes et surtout continueé durer face aux perplexités
du temps.
Construite à partir du VII siècle jusque à la période coloniale 1837, a
donné 12 siécle d’existence. Pendant cette longue période, la médina a su
donné preuve de pérennité et elle est restée presque inchangeable malgré
les événements historiques et les valeurs culturelles exogènes qui n’ont pu
la souiller, ni la transformerou modifier sa forme.
C’est sur ce fait, que nous venons poser nos interrogations sur la question
de la pertinence de la médina de Constantine, surtout faceaux effets
climatiques, vu quéelle se situe dans un site semi-aride.
Certains architectes avant-gardistes osent remettre en question le choix
des matériaux traditionnellement utilisés dans la construction et recherche
de nouvelles techniques conceptuelles plus modernes. Sans s`enliser dans
des discours pompeux d’ecolo des années soixante, pourtant quelques
matériaux naturels font ou plutôt refont surface dans l’actualité ; car ils
sont moins voraces en énergie, et ont des propriétés physiques
intéressantes énergétiquement et des capacités d’inertie thermiques
indéniable. D’autre part, plusieurs chercheurs comme André RAVERAU
et Philippe PAGAN ont aussi montré l’architecture socio-fonctionnelle
distinctive des maisons médinoises, et c’est justement ce qui représente
d’aujourd’hui l’un des enjeux du développement durable; l’organisation
physique, les adhérences au climat qu’elle offre, les perceptions globales
et détaillées, passent de génération en génération sans créer des
disfonctionnements, son mode d’emploi essentiellement accessible à tous;
commercants, habitants, artisans, riches, pauvres etc., multifonctionnelle ;
elle offre un espace de socialisation et de négociation, elle est aussi lieu
de plaisir esthétique, ordinaire, quotidienne ou exceptionnel.
En guise de ce qui précéde, notre intervention met la lumiére sur un ilot
d’habitat traditionnel inséré dans un tissu compacte médinois de
Constantine en examinant les effets de chaleur très élevés pendant l’été et
en se basant sur les matériaux de construction et l’architecture spatiofonctionnelle. La méthode suivie est l’approche empirique avec comme
technique de prendre des relevées de mesures thermiques et métriques sur
l’ensemble de bâtiments formants un ilot, et les comparer avec les
exigences normatives actuelles en architecture durable.
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AGROECOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DYNAMICS OF THE
AGGREGATE STRUCTURE OF THE TYPICAL HUMIFEROUS
MODERATE CHERNOZEM DURING THE VEGETATION
PERIOD
1
Angela STADNIC , Cristian JIGĂU1, Boris TURCHIN1, Nina
PLĂCINTĂ1, Gheorghe JIGĂU1
1

State University of Moldova

The dynamics of the structure of chernozems during the vegetation period
determines their hydrothermal and aerohydric regimes, the direction and
intensity of pedofunctional processes, the soil relations with the
environmental components materialized in their bioproductive function
and the reproduction of the chernozemic pedogenesis process. Their
evaluation criteria are the agroecological functions of the aggregate
structure of chernozems, these being the product of the interaction of the
aggregate composition and the structure of the porous space:
hydrological, aerohydric, hydrophysical, hydrothermal, sequestrational,
integration,
transformational,
oxidation-reduction,
synthesis
mineralization of organic substances, cumulative. (Jigău and coaut.,
2020).
The place and role of the aggregate structure in their constitution depends
on the dimensions of the structural aggregates, respectively their
dynamics is determined by the dynamics of the relationship between the
aggregates with various dimensions.
Our research between 2015 and 2019 showed that the dynamics of the
aggregate structure during the vegetation period is indispensable related
to the dynamics of the hydrothermal regime.
In the pre-vegetable phase (March) in conditions of humidity exceeding
the field capacity for water the soil mass is strongly plastic - adherent and
difficult to break down into structural aggregates.
As the soil temperature increases, the humidity is established in the
interval CC - URC in which the soil mass dissolves, mainly in aggregates
1-10 mm in which the root plant residues are concentrated in various
stages of decomposition. As a result, they begin the processes of
formation and accumulation of humus that obtain maximum intensity in
May - June. Under these conditions, the modeling of the soil mass
proceeds with the formation, predominantly of aggregates 7 - 1 mm in
which the labile humic substances and nutrient reserves are concentrated.
The reduction of water reserves up to the level of 0.8 - 0.6 CC leads to the
modeling of the soil with the formation of aggregates 5 - 1 mm in which
10

the productive water reserves for the dry period of the year are
concentrated; this being the main source of water for corn, sunflower,
soybean, sugar beet, etc.
Their amount depends on the amount of newly formed humus and the
cultivated crop. At the same time, in soils it increases the content of
aggregates 1 - 0.25 mm which ensures water reserves to support the soil
biota in the dry period.
In the post-vegetal period (September - October) the soil mass is modeled
in aggregates 0.25 - 10 mm in which the processes of primary
decomposition of freshly deposited organic residues start.
Knowledge of the specified mechanisms provides the conceptual
technological framework for the management of soil-plant relations.
COUNTING FOR SUSTAINABILITY: THE RISKS OF
CREATING A MARKET FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
Alexandru-Ionuț PETRIȘOR1, Arina Alma SUSA2 , Liliana Elza
PETRIȘOR3
1

Ion Mincu University of Architecture and Urban Planning
2
Grenoble Alpes University
3
Independent researcher/architect

Global sustainability is a 30 years old dream of humanity; it still appears
to remain a goal, with little progress seen towards it. Local sustainability
is challenged even more; first of all, there seems to be a competition
among the two. Local actors have found ways to act under the umbrella of
global sustainability in a local unsustainable manner. The article discusses
several examples, including the issue of protected areas, the trading
mechanisms and three international examples; all together they seem to
pint out that sustainability remains an oxymoronic concept, with little
chances of implementation; the choices between conservation and
development or between economy and its socio-environmental impact are
still to me made.
ROMANIAN ANSWERS FOR CURRENT CHALLENGES:
ENERGY, CLIMATE CHANGES, COVID-19
Mirela DANUBIANU1, Cristian TEODORESCU2
1

"Ștefan cel Mare" University of Suceava, Suceava, Romania
2
GEC-Bucovina - Suceava
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The EU's energy and climate change concerns have materialized in the
last years in launching 2020-2030 strategic initiatives. The PlanUp project
seeks to monitor this area. Each EU member must implement its own plan
(NECP) structured on 5 main dimensions: energy security,
decarbonization, energy efficiency, internal energy market, researchinnovation-competitiveness. Romania is committed to reducing CO2
emissions by over 43%, to increasing energy efficiency by over 37% and
to promote renewable energy to reach approx. 28% of the portfolio (97%
for the rail transport sector). The impact of COVID-19 must be
immediately included in the NECP and seen as an opportunity and the
NECP, adapted accordingly. The paper presents this Project and the
potential Romanian contribution in the Transport Sector, a sector
currently in a massive reorientation (electric cars, encouraging public
transport, anti-Diesel offensive, etc.) and the most severely affected by
COVID-19. The vast Romanian experience in the use of dimethyl-ether
(DME) as an ecological substitute for diesel is presented, which would
dramatically reduce the need for investments in the conversion of the
current fleet of diesel vehicles. DME is also as a C3-C4 fraction substitute
(CFC), in sprays, refrigerant agent in refrigerators, etc. Examples of
applications of the proposed solution are given (China, USA,
Scandinavia) and a Roadmap is proposed for Romania to align with this
trend.
The advantage of DME would be that it can be synthesized from
renewable sources (municipal, agricultural waste as, for example, in the
Netherlands), thus adding value to waste and improving the energy
resources balance of Romania and the EU.
The paper also seeks an objective critique of the (not so-) miracle solution
of electric vehicles. Scenarios are being analyzed for the return of EU
economies on an upward trend that include the risks/impact of COVID19.

BIODIVERSITY POLICIES, OPPORTUNITIES FOR
RESTORING THE ECONOMY
Nicoleta-Nona ARDELEANU1, Iuliana-Gabriela BREABĂN1
1

Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology,
Iași, Romania
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Biodiversity is essential for life. Our planet and the economy depend on
it. When nature is healthy, it protects and provides.
Biodiversity and ecosystems provide us with food, health and medicines,
materials, recreation, and wellbeing. We are losing nature like never
before because of unsustainable human activities. Biodiversity loss and
the climate crisis are interdependent and they exacerbate each other.
Ecosystem services can be categorized in four main types:
1. Provisioning services are the products obtained from ecosystems
such as food, fresh water, wood, fiber, genetic resources and medicines.
2. Regulating services are defined as the benefits obtained from the
regulation of ecosystem processes such as climate regulation, natural
hazard regulation, water purification and waste management, pollination
or pest control.
3. Habitat services highlight the importance of ecosystems to provide
habitat for migratory species and to maintain the viability of gene-pools.
4. Cultural services include non-material benefits that people obtain
from ecosystems such as spiritual enrichment, intellectual development,
recreation and aesthetic values.
The new EU Biodiversity Strategy for 2030 will:
 establish protected areas for at least: 30% of land in Europe and 30%
of sea in Europe
 restore degraded ecosystems at land and sea across the whole of
Europe by: increasing organic farming and biodiversity-rich landscape
features on agricultural land, halting and reversing the decline of
pollinators, reducing the use and risk of pesticides by 50% by 2030,
restoring at least 25 000 km of EU rivers to a free-flowing state, planting
3 billion trees by 2030
The construction, agriculture and food and drink sectors are all highly
dependent on nature, and they generate more than >7 trillion.
The benefits of biodiversity conservation for the economy are multifold:
 six industries: chemicals and materials; aviation, travel and tourism;
real estate; mining and metals; supply chain and transport; retail,
consumer goods and lifestyle - depend through their supply chain on
nature for more than 50% for their gross value added
 benefits of the EU Natura 2000 nature protection network are valued
at between - 200-300 billion per year.
The economic and social costs of inaction include: biodiversity loss and
ecosystem collapse , huge economic and social costs, exacerbates climate
change, reduced crop yields and fish catches, increased economic losses
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from flooding and other disasters, more than 75% of global food crop
types rely on animal pollination.
Nature restoration means direct and indirect local jobs that bring life back
to local communities.
The Natura 2000 network has been estimated to support 104,000 direct
jobs in protected areas management and conservation activities and
70,000 more indirect or induced jobs.
For agriculture, 1.3 million of the 9.6 million farming jobs in the EU are
linked directly or indirectly to Natura 2000. The tourism sector employs
12 million people in Europe. Of these, 3.1 million have links to protected
areas such as Natura 2000.
National legislation in the field of nature protection, which transposes the
European Directives in this field, creates the legal framework for the
development of sectors closely related to the supply services provided by
ecosystems.
This paper aims to analyze the legislative framework in the field of
biodiversity conservation and the value of ecosystem services provided by
the Natura 2000 site ROSCI0434 Siretul Mijlociu.
NEGOTIATIONS PROCESS ON STRENGTHEN THE
INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL GOVERNANCE UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT ASSEMBLY AND THE
GLOBAL PACT FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
Luminița GHITA1
1

"Carol I" National Defense University, Bucharest, Romania

Based on the mandate given by the Resolution of the United Nations
General Assembly A/RES/66/288- the outcome document of the Rio+20
Conference “The Future We Want”, the international community
established the United Nations Environment Assembly as the governing
body of the United Nations Environment Programme. Starting with 2014
the United Nations Environment Assembly (UNEA) adopted 87 decisions
during 4 sessions, held in 2014 (19 decisions), 2016 (25 decisions), 2017
(16 decisions) and 2019 (27 decisions). In my capacity as Romania’s
delegate to the United Nations Environment Assembly attending all
sessions, and Chair of the working party dealing with international
environmental governance of the Council of the European Union, during
the Romanian Presidency of the EU Council, I present in the paper the
international negotiations under the United Nations Environment
Assembly, the main sensitivities and the contribution to the sustainable
14

development at global level. Appreciated as part of the international
environmental governance, I present also the ongoing efforts of the
international community to negotiate and adopt a Global Pact for the
Environment.
OLD PROVERBS FOR A FUTURE SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT: AN ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
PERSPECTIVE / PROVERBE VECHI PENTRU UN VIITOR
SUSTENABIL: PERSPECTIVA MANAGEMENTULUI MEDIULUI
Cezar SCARLAT1, Alexandru-Ionuț PETRIȘOR2
1

2

Politehnica University of Bucharest
Ion Mincu University of Architecture and Urban Planning

Although the concept of “sustainability” is attributed to Dr. Gro Harlem
Brundtland, the principle of inter-generational equity substantiating it is
older, at least in the Romanian tradition. This article attempts to take the
first steps in looking for the roots of environmental sustainability starting
from the traditional wisdom synthesized in proverbs, focusing on the
sustainable environmental management. For this purpose, the universal
and international principles of environmental law, which are
interconnected to the concepts of environmental management
(responsibility for protecting the environment) and scientific management
in general (functions of the management, decision theory) are used as the
backbone of a taxonomic approach. The concept of managerial
responsibility takes in ecology the form of individual, group and
collective responsibility for the decisions and actions related to the
protection of the environment, and also the form of social responsibility.
This study continues previous researches of the authors, opening the way
to other trans- and interdisciplinary studies. Its main limitation (to
Romanian proverbs) gives a possible direction for further research.

CITIZENS' PERCEPTION OF CLIMATE CHANGE AND
EUROPEAN GREEN DEAL. THE CASE OF CENTRAL AND
EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
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Marinela ISTRATE1, Andreea FEDOR1
1

Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology,
Iași, Romania

In the context of climate change, the European Comission has drafted an
ambitious initiative through which all the member states contribute to
decarbonisation of national economies and reduction of dependence on
classic energy resources.
In Central and Eastern Europe, including Romania, these issues continue
to be a major threat as they face the most annual air pollution deaths in
Europe. Even if after the political changes in 1989 the situation seems to
be improved, they still have difficulties in restructuring and greening the
industrial sector and in managing traffic in urban areas as the number of
cars increased and the and the uncontrolled expansion of the big cities.
The aim of the present research is to analyze the public perception of
Central ans East European citizens' compared to the average opinion of
the European citizens on climate change. The valuation of the public
perception was done by using the answers to two questionnaire-guided
interviews conducted for completing the Special Eurobarometer Report.
In this sense, there were selected some key-questions from the two
Eurobarometers (Climate Change, April 2019 and Europeans'attitude on
EU energy policy, May 2019).
The results show that many citizens of Central and Eastern Europe are not
ready yet for radical measures to combat climate change, although the
progress made in recent years is important including the high support of
the environmental education.
THE USE OF FOCUS GROUP METHOD: PROJECT PLANNING
AND DEVELOPMENT FOR GROWING GREENER CITIES
Cristina-Gabriela MITINCU1, Cristian-Ioan IOJĂ1
1

University of Bucharest, Faculty of Geography

Cities are challenged with a large number of environmental, economic
and social problems which affect their structure and functionality. Naturebased solutions address a large number of global and local problems faced
by urban areas and can help achieve resilience and sustainability goals.
The aim of the study is to obtain the opinion of experts and local actors
about the possible integration of nature-based solutions into project
planning and development in order to increase nature experiences for
urban citizens and to promote urban regeneration. Here, we reviewed the
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applications of focus group discussion within 434 environmental
approvals issued by the environmental protection authorities for the
projects proposed, in urban areas, in Romania, during 2009-2017. We
decided to evaluate the environmental approvals because the
Environmental Impact Assessment process have been applied
internationally to ensure that the proposed projects are economically
viable, socially equitable and environmentally sustainable. There we used
the 10 challenges considered in the EKLIPSE Expert Working Group
report in order to correlate the measures from the environmental
approvals with the appropriate nature-based solutions. The participants in
the focus group highlighted the positive impact of different types of
nature-based solutions like green infrastructure (vertical gardens, roofs,
terraces, walls and green facades, green corridors) and blue infrastructure
(ponds, wetlands, rain water harvesting and detention basins). The results
can be a support for environmental protection authorities in order to
improve the effectiveness of Environmental Impact Assessment process
and the quality of environmental approvals for reaching integrated growth
and sustainability.
POST OCCUPANCY EVALUATION USING FUZZY LOGIC FOR
SLUM RESETTLEMENTS IN ALGERIA. CASE STUDY: RACHID
KOURIFA'S HOST HOUSING SITE IN EL HARRACH, ALGIERS,
ALGERIA
1
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This work was carried out under the framework of the fight against
precarious housing, aimed at learning from the experiences in order to
increase the efficiency and better control slum clearance operations in the
Algerian cities.
Following the economic revival at the beginning of the millennium, the
housing sector witnessed a particular interest, which permitted to set up a
relocation program for slum dwellers, unleashing a meaningful battle for
the eradication of slums and precarious housing. The goal was to make
Algiers, by 2016, the first African capital without slums, and thus
overcome the housing crisis that persists since the independence of the
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country. Since 2014, the pace of relocation in Algiers has accelerated
along with its coverage by the international media.
However, the beneficiaries of these housing programs are not only far
from their workplaces, but also suffer from a lack of close services. This
contributes to the marginalization of new residents and creation of
territories of exclusion dedicated to receiving populations in need. This
brings us back to questioning the relationship between the new host cities
as a product of urban organization and the society that receives this space.
This research paper focuses on the relocation policy and its implications
on the urban space and society. A digital map produced using the
Geographic Information Systems is used to identity the sites where slums
have been eradicated, and host housing projects in Algiers. In this case
study we are interested in the post-occupancy evaluation of the Rachid
Kourifa's host housing site in El Harrach, located at few kilometers from
the city center of Algiers, using fuzzy logic. Our general objective is to
see how the residents from eradicated slums seek to reorganize
themselves according to their new residential situation.
SPRAWLING DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS IN IAȘI'S
METROPOLITAN AREA
Constantin-Alexandru STOIAN1, Alexandra SANDU1,2
1
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2
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In Romania, after the fall of the communist regime, territorial structures
and dynamics changed as a result of the free-market economy system,
creating the conditions for a new era of peri-urban development. As a
consequence of the realisation that development patterns also influence
climate and ecosystems, the importance of accurate mapping of suburban
development is constantly growing. To that end, suburban development
patterns from the Iași Metropolitan Area were identified via specific GISbased methods in order to pinpoint the predominant patterns and their
driving forces at the metropolitan level. We also aim to discover how
these suburban areas relate to one another, and to further develop the
overall understanding of the urban sprawl in Iasi.
GEOMORPHOLOGICAL PLANFORM TYPOLOGY OF THE
BISTRICIOARA RIVER CHANNEL (EASTERN CARPATHIANS,
ROMANIA)
18
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The Bistricioara River is located in the central part of the Eastern
Carpathians, having a basin of 781 km2, and is a typical mountainous
river, with a mean discharge of 6.38 m3/s. The catchment range of
altitude is 1300 m, between 1746 and 486 m.a.s.l., and it is located in an
area with a mean temperature of 5.2˚ C and a mean annual rainfall of 719
mm. Cartographic sources were used to assess river channel migration.
Topographic maps covering the period 1890-1984 and aerial imagery data
covering the 1984-2012 period were used to map the Bistricioara channel
for six periods (1890, 1920, 1960, 1984, 2005, 2012). Remote sensing
images from the Google Earth database were used to assess changes with
higher temporal accuracy for the period between 2005 and 2018. A
photogrammetric DEM at 5 m resolution was used to map the valley and
terrace extension, in order to evaluate the BRT classification (Rinaldi et
al., 2013, 2016) of laterally confined and partly confined typology.
Historical human interventions in the Bistricioara catchment at channel
level are related to the usage of water for milling and for transporting
harvested wood. Later, trough bridge and road construction, the river
channel was encased in several sectors. After 1960 the water level of
Izvorul Muntelui reservoir provides the local base level, a situation that
favored the general incision of the channel upstream, and the aggradation
downstream.
The results show that: (i) channel migration, especially after 1960 was
limited by the anthropic intervention along the channel, by imposing
confinement through stabilizing walls especially for road embankment
protection, (ii) before 1960 there was the extended use of water force for
mills and wood, along the main channel or through water deviation along
anthropic channels, (iii) the Bistricioara channel was assessed as alluvial
single-thread type 7 (cobble-gravel material and riffle-pool morphology)
with sectors of wandering (type 11) and pseudo-meandering (type 12),
(iv) channel bed elevation trends show degradation upstream of the
confluence with Putna river, and aggradation downstream, Izvorul
Muntelui reservoir water level influencing the aggradation which should
be monitored, since in a mountainous area the space of channel migration
is limited and this can have huge social implications.
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MODELING OF ECOSYSTEM SERVICES IN THE ANALYSIS OF
HABITAT QUALITY WITHIN THE CĂLIMANI NATIONAL
PARK
1
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Biodiversity contributes to the well-being of humanity through all the
benefits and services offered, whether they are noticeable or not.
Consumption or excessive use of services and raw materials often causes
an imbalance in nature, so addressing the term ecosystem services in
planning and decision-making processes is perceived as a necessary way
of sustainable resource management. During a visit to the Călimani
National Park, a noticeable aspect was the fact that there is the possibility
to visit the sulfur quarry, arriving by car, which signaled that the access
roads could be a threat to the quality of the habitat.
The theme of the paper “Modeling of Ecosystem Services in the analysis
of habitat quality within the Călimani National Park” aims to use GIS
methods for modeling the quality of habitat in Călimani National Park,
using the InVEST 3.8 Habitat Quality model and ArcMap software 10.2.2
.The data used that formed the basis of the study were provided by the
Călimani National Park Administration. In the first stage, the data in
ArcMap 10.2.2 were processed in order to be run in the Habitat Quality
model and the sources of habitat threat (access roads and the former
sulfur quarry) were established. In the second stage Habitat Quality entry
data were run in order to obtain maps with habitat quality modelling.
The raster data obtained with the degradation and quality of the habitat
supported the hypothesis from which it started: the roads and the mining
perimeter represent a source of threat and degradation of the habitat
quality. The area occupied by the former sulfur quarry has the lowest
values of habitat quality and the highest values of habitat degradation, and
the surrounding areas are also affected. Therefore, the use of the InVEST
3.8 model with Habitat Quality to spatialize the quality of the habitat is
useful for a rapid identification of areas affected by threats and the
development of methods for capitalizing on benefits together with
methods for protecting biodiversity.
ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY IN OPERATION OF THE PODISU
ACCUMULATION FROM IASI COUNTY IN THE CONDITIONS
OF THE CURRENT CLIMATE CHANGES
20
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The paper presents hydrological and hydraulic, morphological and
structural aspects regarding Podisu accumulation located on the Valea Oii
river in Iasi county. In the studied area were recorded special events that
required careful observation of the target and carrying out the restoration
works of the Podisu earth dam. The purpose of this study is to present a
hydrological analysis of water management and attenuation of flood
waves with different probabilities in the analyzed section. Also, the
external stresses produced by climatic factors are studied, such as:
precipitation (recorded floods), air temperature. The results of the
hydrological analyzes of the composition of the flood waves with the
probabilities of exceeding the calculation and verification are presented in
the study. The follow up of the hydrological, hydraulic and structural
aspects was possible based on the results of topo-geodetic measurements
performed during the evaluation period of the Podisu accumulation.
IDENTIFICATION OF PRESSURES AND THREATS WITHIN
THE TUDORA FOREST RESERVATION
Marina STĂUCEANU1, Cristian-Constantin STOLERIU1, Andrei
URZICĂ1
1
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Interest in the field of biodiversity conservation and the actions of human
have a negative nature on biodiversity, motivated me to choose the theme
of this paper on these topics. Knowing the problems that existed for the
tree of the yew from the Tudora Forest, in coexistence with humans, I
decided to investigate the current state of the tree.
Following field exits and the establishment of pressure on the yew tree, I
have determined that the title of this paper is "Pressures and Threats for
the Tudora Forest RONPA024". The purpose of the paper is to present the
pressures and threats to the species of yew. In elaborating the content of
the paper, the stages of approach of the theme were: the stage of the field
and the stage of processing of the data and information obtained in the
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field. Personal observation, data analysis, data transformation, graphical
representations and field photos, these helped me to outline ideas.
The problems identified and approached were the slope processes that are
the landslides and the grazing in the proximity of the reservation,
landslides have been activated as a result of deforestation and illegal
shredding. Despite the fact that these issues have been mentioned, there
has been no measure to interfere with stabilizing the slopes or
surrounding the reserve to limit access through the forest. Without the
intervention of the institutions in charge of monitoring the status of the
yew species, the slope processes will increase with a strong result on the
yew tree development environment, most likely at a drastic numerical
reduction. In conclusion, concerns about the protection and preservation
of a species are essential in the integrity of an ecosystem because
humanity is part of this biodiversity is essential to maintain it in the best
parameters.
MODELING THE HYDRODYNAMIC EROSION PHENOMENON
TO THE RIVER BEDS
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The paper presents a method for modelling the erosion phenomenon of
riverbeds on sections limited in length of study. The research considered
sections of the river on which various constructions are located in the
riverbed. The model allows the evaluation of erosion depths on the
perimeter of the flow section in various hydrological regimes and
geotechnical conditions.
The hydraulically-mathematically designed model is based on the
equations of motion of a biphasic fluid (water + sediments) in whites with
various geometric shapes of the flow section. The simulation model of the
erosion-sedimentation phenomenon was solved numerically with the
MATLAB program. The simulation of hydrodynamic erosion was
performed on a river section with a length of 350 - 450 m, variable width
(90 - 280 m), variable slope, water depths of 1.50 - 4.25 m. The flow of
the river section was imposed by the study requirements specific to the
riverbed constructions. By using the calculation program, the values of
the tangential effort at the wall and the speed at the wall, the erosion22

sedimentation depths in characteristic points located in longitudinal
profile and cross sections of the riverbed were obtained. The results
obtained by modeling were compared with data calculated according to
the design regulations and with the data collected by research in the study
area.
STUDIES AND RESEARCH ON THE PHENOMENON OF
HYDRODYNAMIC EROSION IN RIVER BEDS
Paul-Vivian SION1, Mihaela AVRAM2, Mihai LUCA3
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The paper presents the results of studies and research on the behaviour of
riverbeds formed in rocks with a high tendency to erosion. The research
areas are located in the river basin of the Moldova River. The bed of the
Moldova River on the lower course is formed by easily erodible rocks, a
situation that favours important morphological changes after each flood.
The phenomenon of erosion is important on the riverbed sectors on which
important economic and social objectives are located (large diameter pipe
crossings, water catchments on the river bank, bridges etc.). The analysis
models used to investigate the phenomenon of hydrodynamic erosion
were: a - topographic model; b - the model imposed by the norms for
calculating the erosion depths in the riverbeds; c - simulation model of the
erosion phenomenon on a river section. The natural factors considered in
the research were the morphometric characteristics of the riverbed, the
flow and speed of water, the geotechnical characteristics of the riverbed,
etc. The anthropic factors considered in the research were the exploitation
of the ballast and the absence of riverbed maintenance works in the area
of the objectives and the construction of the sub-crossing of the pipeline.
The obtained results were materialized by the evolution of the erosion
depths on the considered river sector over an interval of about 5-15 years.
The erosion depth on the lower course of the Moldova River showed
values from 0.75 m to 1.65 m on a research sector. The research results
were capitalized on the design of the rehabilitation works of the
constructions present in the riverbed.
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EVALUATION OF THE DNIESTER RIVER FLOOD DYNAMICS
AND FLOOD HAZARD/RISK AREAS USING HYDRODYNAMIC
MODELING
Ana JELEAPOV1
1
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The article is dedicated to presentation and discussion of the results of
hydrodynamic modeling of the floods on the Dniester River that took
place in last decades as well as evaluation of flood hazard/risk area in
case of flood wave of 10, 1, 0.5, 0.1% probabilities. The flood wave
simulation was performed for the sector situated in the limits of the
Republic of Moldova: Hrushca vil. - Talmaza vil. (where the Dniester
branches into the Dniester and the Turunchiuc distributary). In total, 549
cross-sections were constructed which previously have been extracted
from the digital elevation model of 1m resolution. Model calibration and
validation was performed on the basis of real floods which occurred in
1969, 1980, 2008, 2020 by analyzing the records from Hrushca st. (model
input data), Dubasari st. (outflow from the Dubasari res.) as well as
Bender st. Main software utilized for flood modeling is HEC-RAS 5.0.3.
During research main attention was paid to estimation of flood protection
structures (reservoirs and dikes) impact on flood dynamics and hazard
areas as well as damages caused by the floods as well as number of
potentially affected people due to this hydrological disaster. Analysis of
spatial distribution of flood-prone areas has shown that the study area can
be subdivided into two characteristic sections the limit of which is the
Dubasari reservoir. The lower part of the Dniester river flows through
plain area, the floodplain being large and flat, creating favorable
conditions for flood wave distribution on extended surfaces. In the case of
low probability floods propagation, the Dniester river floodplain would be
completely flooded. The effect of pluvial flood control on the Dniester
river with the help of the Dubasari reservoir is significant in the case of
propagation of high probability flood waves decreasing along with the
exceeding probability and being virtually null in the case of rare floods.
For the low probability flood wave scenarios (10, 1, 0.5, 0.1%), hazard
areas would constitute 82-380 km2 in the case of presence of the defense
structures and 293-442 km2 in case of their absence. The area potentially
flooded during 5-10% floods would be 3.5 times smaller in case if it is
protected by hydrotechnical defense constructions, and it would decrease
by approx. 2 times during the 0.5-1% flood propagation in the same
conditions. It was estimated that the number of people affected by the
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floods could rise up to 10000-45000 ths. depending on the exceeding
probability and protection degree. Potential loss caused by floods was
considered as a value calculated using the flood depth and the damage
caused to different land cover types. Thus, it was calculated that the
potential loss would amount to 83-330 mil. Euro in the case of levees
presence and to 102-339 mil. Euro in case of their absence.
FAST FLOODS ON THE TRIBUTARIES TROTUS RIVER IN THE
CONTEXT OF CURRENT CLIMATE CHANGE
Mihaela AVRAM1, Mihai LUCA2
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1
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The paper presents an analysis of the flood formation module in a river
basin with differentiated geo-physical characteristics on the location of
the tributaries and the main course. The study area consists of the Trotuș
river basin. In the last 30 years, most floods with high flows have formed
on the main course, namely the Trotuș River. In 2004 there was a special
situation defined by the formation of floods with high flows on the
Piedmont tributaries, but which did not substantially influence the flow of
the main course. The floods produced on the river / stream / torrent type
tributaries (Asău, Agăș, Goioasa, Iedera) presented flows that exceeded
the accepted calculation probabilities. The floods produced on the small
tributaries were both the effect of the special precipitations concentrated
in time, and especially the configuration of the lower sectors of the
riverbeds. The year 2004 is distinguished by the way the floods evolved
compared to the other years, when the maximum flows were present on
the tributaries, and the main course (Trotuș River) the values did not
exceed the imposed limits. The slope of the tributaries decreases suddenly
at the exit from the downhill in the Trotuș river meadow. The sudden
change of the slope determines the deposition of large volumes of
transported alluvium, a situation that reduces the flow section of the
riverbed and sometimes even its clogging. The result of the cooperation
of these phenomena is highlighted by the great destructions produced in a
territorial area with many human communities and important economic
activities.
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REGIME IN THE MOLDOVA AREA TO THE VARIATION OF
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The paper presents the result of studies and research on the evolution of
climatic factors in the geographical area of Moldova, especially in the
meadow of the lower Prut River. The research area is located on the Prut
River, respectively in the “Complex Irrigation and Drainage Development
Albița Fălciu”, Vaslui County. In the meadow area and the first terrace of
the Prut River, a series of irrigation systems are in operation. Recent
climate changes have negatively influenced the distribution of annual
rainfall, a situation that has favoured the emergence of long-term
droughts. The eastern part of Romania presents a considerable risk to
these changes, a situation determined by the characteristics of the
continental climate in which it is located. Climate change has changed the
zone temperature and precipitation regime, mainly from 1981 to 2018.
Studies have shown a tendency to reduce the volume of precipitation
received by this area. Between 1981 and 2010, a volume of precipitation
was registered in the eastern part of Moldova of about 459.6 l/m2
compared to 575.1 l/m2 on the Romanian territory. The volume of
precipitation influenced the irrigation regime of the crops and implicitly
the necessary water taken from the Prut River. The net irrigated area
varies considerably from year to year depending on the volume and
distribution of annual rainfall. The studies and research carried out
considered the parameters of the irrigation regime of the last 40 years, but
for some parameters (precipitation, potential evapotranspiration) the study
period was extended to 60 years. The current evaluation of the irrigation
norms indicated an increase of them by about 17 - 28% compared to those
registered 40 years ago. The increased value of irrigation rules coupled
with the low volume of current rainfall puts a lot of pressure on the Prut
River to ensure an additional need for water in these climatic conditions.
CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE REDUCTION OF THE
FLOOD RISK ON THE JIJIA RIVER
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The paper presents an analiysis of the flood phenomena that occurred in
the Jijia river basin, in the period 2005-2018, as well as the measures to
prevent these phenomena. Over time, floods have had significant
consequences for human activity, the environment, cultural heritage and
economic activity. Numerous deficiencies were found in the Jijia river
basin: erosion, clogging, surface wash of the slopes, alluvium. The main
deficiency is the erosion caused by sirosings and spillage, the Jijia basin is
characterized by clay soil which, due to its impermeability, minimizes the
infiltration of meteoric waters. Over the years, on the Jijia river, there
have been some works of thought, consolidation, regularization, but in
some areas, there is still a higt degree of damage in the event of flooding.
Thus, in the upper and lower water courses of the Jijia River, works are
proposed in the order to reduce the damage caused by floods, by applying
measures as minimally invasive as possible. The works are proposed to be
executed on the Dorohoi – Slobozia sector and the meandering sector,
between Cotu Morii and Chiperesti localities. The project includes the
construction of the non-permanent accumulation of Buhai, local
regularization works on the Buhai and Jijia rivers, as well as remediation
works of the Jijia Veche river to ensure the regular flow of the water from
Jijia, with the help of hydrotechnical nodes with inflatable dam and monk
tower.
RECENT LAND COVER AND USE IN ROMANIA: A
CONSERVATION PERSPECTIVE
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The study of land cover and use changes is important for sustainability,
given that they are part of the global changes affecting our environment.
In order to understand the mechanisms determining them, land cover and
use changes must be studied based on their associated transitional
dynamics. The present research aims to look at the most recent land cover
and use changes from Romania, chosen as an example for post-socialists
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transitions. The methodology was based on applying geo-spatial analyses
to data on land cover and use changes and natural protected areas. The
results indicate that the most prominent transitional dynamics are
deforestations and abandonment of cropland, rooted in the post-socialist
property restitution. Furthermore, the study identified transitional
dynamics indicating the human pressure within the natural protected
areas, including urbanization, development of agriculture, and
deforestation. Although subject to limitations bound to the use of
CORINE data, the findings are important for understanding the
environmental impact of socio-economic drivers, and provide additional
evidence for the fact that emerging economies tend to sacrifice the
environment during the economic crises.
RESEARCH ON THE INFILTRATIONS IN AN EARTH DAM.
CASE STUDY: CUIBUL VULTURILOR RESERVOIR, VASLUI
COUNTY, ROMANIA
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The dam of the reservoir Cuibul Vulturilor, located on the Tutova river is
an inhomogeneous earth dam with a maximum height of 15.0 m, with a
clayey central core and lateral prisms made of clayey-dusty sands. For
tracking the evolution of body dam seepage, 12 piezometers and a
drainage pipe with discharge in the downstream connection channel of the
bottom outlet are used. The paper presents the characteristic elements of
the theoretical infiltration curve in the dam It also shows the
hydroisohypses for the dam drawn with SURFER program, using the
maximum hydrostatic levels in the piezometers measured in the year
2019. The distribution of the hydroisohypses across the dam is strongly
influenced by the location of the piezometers and the other point of
measuring the hydraulic head. The pattern circulation of the infiltration
water inside the dam body could be studied with increased accuracy if the
dam had been equipped with several piezometers. Even in these
conditions, it is clearly observed that the regime of infiltrations through
the dam body is similar to the theoretical way of behavior.
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A CASE BASED, COMBINED LCA AND S-ROI METHODOLOGY
FOR SUSTAINABLE MINING IN THE SUCEAVA COUNTY,
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LCA (Life Cycle Assessment) is an internationally accepted and
standardised methodology that has penetrated most economic sectors due
to its applicability in reducing the environmental impact of various
economic activities. It is a useful tool in decision-making for most
businesses that opt for sustainability and offers the possibility to compare
different products, processes and value chain scenarios, both real and
hypothetical. LCA in mining is an area of great interest, as the
consumption of non-renewables is characterised by an ever-increasing
trend in the foreseeable future. Coupled with S-ROI (Sustainable Return
on Investment), the LCA has a great potential in using available data for
existing mining sites in the North-East Region of Romania to assess the
economic, social and environmental benefits of certain sustainability
measures on a local and regional level. The article will explore this
approach of combining the two methodologies, with necessary
adjustments according to the characteristics of the local mining activities,
in an effort to show key investment areas that can improve the value chain
of copper exploitation and preparation in the mining perimeter Mănăila.
The case of the copper mine in Mănăila offers a great opportunity to
apply the current LICYMIN (Life Cycle of Mining) research and to use
available Ecoinvent data for the copper ore by comparing the current
value chain scenario with a proposed scenario that includes a different
location for a mining ore preparation unit, closer to the quarry. The results
will give an insight into the potential social and economic impact (the
measure can translate into a higher local employment rate, better social
stability, lower transportation costs, etc.) as well as the environmental
impact (reduction of GHG emission, pollution and energy efficiency) of
the suggested changes.
POST-EARTHQUAKE EMERGENCY INTERVENTIONS FOR
THE MOST VULNERABLE RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS IN
GALAȚI CITY. A GIS-BASED APPROACH
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The intervention of emergency patrols is vital after the occurrence of a
powerful earthquake due to their role in reducing the aftermath of a
seismic event. There are urban areas and buildings that display a
propensity for high levels of earthquake induced human and material loss,
due to their physical and social vulnerability. Thus, the accessibility of
such areas becomes a key element in emergency intervention planning
and should be integrated in seismic risk reduction strategies.
The location of Galați City on the terraces of the Danube, close to
Vrancea Seismic Zone, the 0.30g peak ground acceleration value, as well
as its geologic setting point out the high seismic risk of the city and
highlights the necessity of effective post-earthquake life-saving actions.
This paper aims to analyse the accessibility of the most vulnerable
buildings in Galați City in the context of post-earthquake emergency
interventions, using GIS techniques. Out of the 91 technically expertized
residential buildings, 52 buildings may partially or totally collapse as a
consequence of an earthquake of a predefined magnitude (Rs 1) and 34
have the potential to be seriously damaged and endanger their inhabitants
(Rs 2) in case a seismic event occurs. The distances to hospitals,
ambulance points and fire stations were computed for each of the 91
buildings, using the Network Analyst tool. The numerical results are
completed by maps that show the most effective routes towards the
vulnerable buildings, as well as the service areas of the 9 medical units
and of the 4 fire stations in Galați City.
In terms of distances to the closest hospital/ambulance point, most of the
buildings (39) are located at 1-1.5km and 0.5-1km (25). Only 5 Rs 1 and
5 Rs 2 buildings are located further than 1.5km from medical units. Also,
35 vulnerable buildings are located at 0.5-1.0km away from fire stations.
The same number applies for the 1.1-1.5km distance. Most of the Rs 1
buildings (24) are placed at 0.5-1.0km from fire stations and only 5 of
them require the firefighters to exceed the 1.5km limit in order to reach
them.
The resulting maps should be used by the local authorities and emergency
services in order to elaborate better post-earthquake intervention plans.
Also, the results may be corroborated with data regarding the physical
and social vulnerability of the expertized buildings and used to establish
which constructions should be demolished or urgently retrofitted in order
to reduce the overall seismic vulnerability.
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ECOCLIMATIC INDICES IN EXPRESSING THE
VULNERABILITY OF FOREST ECOSYSTEMS TO CLIMATE
ARIDIZATION (CASE STUDY - CĂRBUNA LANDSCAPE
RESERVE)
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Climate change is associated with numerous and complex adverse effects
on environmental components, including forest ecosystems. The core area
Cărbuna (territory with a special value for the conservation of habitats,
species and landscapes) of National Ecological Network - is located in
Ialoveni district, Cărbuna village, Republic of Moldova and is represented
by valuable natural-fundamental Quercus petraea and Carpinus orientalis
stands with Quercus pubescens, Q. pedunculiflora, as well as a string of
rare plants. At the same time, the Cărbuna Landscape Reserve presents a
transition area from mesophilic forests - to xeromorphic/arid forests,
which is of interest in studies on the possible impact of aridization on
native forest species.
The expression of the vulnerability of the forest ecosystems in the region,
towards the climate changes, was made by calculating, mapping and
interpreting the data of the eco-climatic indices: FAI (Forest Aridity
Index); IM (De Martonne Aridity Index); EQ (Ellenberg Quotient); FASI
(Forest Stress Aridity Index). In general, geographical latitude and
absolute altitude are the main physical - geographical factors that
influence the distribution of these indices, but on smaller areas, also,
adjacent parameters - with influences on climate (landforms, slopes,
exposure etc.).
For the territory of the Cărbuna Landscape Reserve, it was found that:
FAI values indicate favorable climatic conditions for the growth and
development of arid / xeromorphic forests, characteristic of the foreststeppe; IM values - frame the given territory in the area with a medium
degree of vulnerability of forests - with tendencies towards a high degree
of vulnerability to the phenomenon of climate aridization; EQ values
identify the future transition from mesophilous deciduous forests to
ecosystems with a predominance of xerophytes and xero-mesophytes
species; and the FASI values - characterize, only on restricted areas, the
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climatic conditions specific to the forest-steppe, with the predominance,
already, of relatively arid climatic conditions areas, associated with
several risks - droughts, fires, pest invasions, etc.
Thus, the forest ecosystems in the territory of the Cărbuna Landscape
Reserve will be susceptible to future climate aridization, the vulnerability
being depending on the character, magnitude and rate of climate change
to which the ecosystems will be exposed, their sensitivity and adaptive
capacity. At the current rate of climate change, chorological changes of
species are also possible - by widening the range of southern and
southeastern elements (Quercus pubescens, Q. pedunculiflora, Carpinus
orientalis) and decreasing area for northern and western elements
(Quercus petraea, Q. robur).
STUDIES REGARDING THE SAFETY IN OPERATION OF THE
CUIBUL VULTURILOR RESERVOIR, VASLUI COUNTY,
ROMANIA
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The dam of Cuibul Vulturilor reservoir, located on the Tutova River, is an
earth dam with a maximum height of 15.0 m, which provides global
retention to the canopy of 43.226 million m3. The Cuibul Vulturilor
reservoir is a part of the hydro-technical works set, that were built to
protect against the floods the localities within the river Tutova catchment
area, in Vaslui county. The dam is of inhomogeneous type, with a clayey
central core and lateral prisms made of clayey-dusty sands and it has
several installations both for external stresses and for the response to
stresses.
The special events recorded during the execution of the dam and during
its operation have imposed the implementation of a systematic behavior
monitoring of the hydrotechnic constructions at the Cuibul Vulturilor
reservoir.
This paper presents a brief history of the dam in its construction and
exploitation phases, focusing on aspects regarding the behavior
monitoring of Cuibul Vulturilor reservoir during the years 1997 - 2019.
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CORRELATIONS BETWEEN GULLY HEADCUTS
DISTRIBUTION AND THE LAND COVER, LITHOLOGY,
RESPECTIVELY TERRAIN MORPHOMETRY OF THE
MOLDAVIAN PLATEAU
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The Moldavian Plateau is one of the most affected areas in the world
when it comes to gully erosion. Very large areas of land have been
affected by erosion in recent decades due to unsustainable agricultural
practices. An inventory of all the gully headcuts from the Moldavian
Plateau was made to analyze the current situation and to make a
correlation between the distribution of gully headcuts and the land cover,
lithology, respectively terrain morphometry of the Moldavian Plateau.
LAND DEGRADATION BY SOIL EROSION AND
SEDIMENTATION WITHIN SARATA CATCHMENT, REPUBLIC
OF MOLDOVA
1
Silvia VACULA , Lilian NIACȘU1, Elena Diana BOBRIC2, Ionuț
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Land degradation by geomorphological processes (soil erosion, gully
erosion, landslides and sedimentation) represents an important
environmental threat all over the Republic of Moldova. The main causes
are related to the favourable natural conditions such as friable lithology,
typically hilly fragmentation or climatic aggressiveness on the
background of a sustained human impact developed in the last two
centuries. Despite the widespread soil and water conservation measures
that have been implemented during the soviet period, following the
Agricultural Real Estate Act applied in 1991, a revival of these processes
is easier to observe especially by means of floodplains aggradation. Under
these circumstances, our study aims to assess the sedimentation rates on
the floodplains and reservoirs and to establish the source area of the
eroded sediments as well as the responsible process. Based on field
campaigns, we took representative in-situ soil / sediment samples from
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floodplains and reservoirs all over the Sarata catchment, including windblown samples from the intefluvial ridges. The laboratory analyses
consisted of physical and chemical features such as: weight, apparent
density, texture, ph, electrical conductibility, total organic carbon,
inorganic carbon, organic matter, inorganic nitrogen (N), total phosphorus
(P), total potassium (K) and other macro elements (i.e. Na+, Mg2+, Ca2+,
and Cl-). The preliminary results show that the soil erosion remains an
important process not by quantity but by quality. This is related also to
the widespread high efficiency of gully erosion control measures that
have been implemented. A secondary role, most often neglected, is held
by wind erosion.
ASPECTS REGARDING HYDRAULIC MODELLING OF THE
WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM OF TIMIȘOARA CITY
Alina AGAFIȚEI1, Vasile Lucian PAVEL1, Cristina Mihaela VÎRLAN
TOMA1, Daniel TOMA1
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The paper presents a study of the hydraulic modelling of drinking water
and sewage distribution network in Timișoara City, from Romania, which
includes a calibrated simulation of the flow through networks, fact that
allows the elaboration of a future strategy of developing the networks of
water and sewage. The need to develop accurately hydraulic models
results from the fact that, by creating and calibrating the hydraulic model
of a system, a variety of system’s problems can be identified, solutions
can be mitigated to them by addressing the problem of rehabilitation,
expansion or design of new systems, systematically with the exact
observation of the influences that a certain operation has on the whole
network. After numerous researches, we decided to approach the
problems of sizing and verifying the network of Timișoara City using
MIKE URBAN calculation program, for pressure hydraulic systems and
for free flow hydraulic systems, an adequate software solutions package
for our network. MIKE URBAN can import and export network data as
ESRI ArcView shape files, allowing the network data to be directly
imported and exported into and from ArcView. Thus, the network is
completely resolved, the calculation of hydraulic sizing and verification
of the system being performed simultaneously on all sections of pipelines,
and in all nodes of the network. Also, we can simulate the operation of
the network within the considered time interval, thus observing the
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possible mismatches between the results obtained from the calculation,
and the real values of the field, the rigour corrections can be made almost
instantaneously in the nodes/sections, where this operation is required.
ASSESSMENT OF ACTUAL WATER QUALITY AND
SEDIMENTOLOGICAL CONDITIONS OF THE CORBU I LAKE,
WESTERN BLACK SEA COAST
Bogdan-Adrian ISPAS1, Laura TIRON DUȚU1, Glicherie CARAIVAN1,
Dumitru GROSU1
1
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Corbu I Lake, analysed between July 24th and 29th, 2019, has brackish
water that from a physico-chemical point of view, has oxygen
supersaturation, a high degree of mineralization, a more alkaline pH and a
subunitary index of water transparency. Also, the water of Corbu I Lake
corresponds to a moderate ecological status (III) at the time of taking the
surface samples, due surely to the pointlike and local diffuse
anthropogenic influences. From a chemical point of view, the biogenic
elements containing nitrogen and phosphorus, sulphates and detergents,
are not conforming with the maximum permitted levels of the Order No.
161/2006. Regarding the eutrophication degree, the indicators of total
mineral nitrogen and total phosphorus corresponded to the eutrohypertrophic and respectively hypertrophic stages, and the NT mineral/PT
ratio was from 5.72 to 68.53, indicating the more pronounced incidence
of eutrophication in this lake, which also has a high content of organic
matter (> 20 mg/l), due to the zonal diffuse sources of pollution. The
ecological status of the studied aquatic environment was from good to
weak classes for nitrites, ammonium and phosphates, moderate for
sulphates and weak for detergents. It has a low content of silica, as well as
anaerobic fermentation products (H2S and S2-) that are undigested and
quantitatively insignificant. The granulometry of the sediment samples of
Corbu I Lake, analyzed by laser diffractometry, have identified muds,
with the clay fraction subordinated to the silt. Due to the accumulated and
decomposed biogenic material, black and unctuous muds with a specific
odor were found. The interpretation of the data resulting from the
granulometric analyzes (percentages of clay, silt, sand and textural
parameters) highlighted the dynamic conditions in which these specific to
the lacustrine environment sediments were deposited.
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COMMON WATERBIRD SPECIES AS BIOINDICATOR OF
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During the past two decades, an increasing concern for the monitoring of
priority pollutants in Europe has grown. To this end, the European Union
has issued a Directive regarding the water quality standards as to the
content of specific toxic substances deemed as priority pollutants. Sample
analysis from sediment and water offers insight on the concentrations of
these pollutants, however, to accurately determine their impact on entire
aquatic ecosystems and human health, it is essential to ascertain the
relevance of analyzing the biota found in these habitats. The purpose of
this paper is to evaluate the interest in gathering data about a unique
group of organisms, birds, used as bioindicators for the monitoring of
noxious substances in aquatic habitats of European countries. Scientists
from Austria, Britain, Croatia, France, Greece, Italy, Poland, Romania,
and Spain have studied the sensitivity of waterbird species, such as the
mallard (Anas platyrhynchos), the Great Crested Grebe (Podiceps
cristatus), the Great Egret (Ardea alba), to particular heavy metals (lead,
mercury,
cadmium)
and
persistent
organic
compounds
(dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane, polychlorinated biphenyl) found in
their habitats. Analysis has revealed that liver, kidneys and muscles from
various bird species are the principal tissue to accumulate elevated levels
of harmful substances and that the bioaccumulating factor is significantly
correlated with the bird species’ level in the trophic level, thus, leading to
biomagnification. In distinct circumstances analysis of in-vivo biomarkers
such as eggshell, feathers and excrements generated correlating results
with the principal accumulating tissue, however extensive research of
their viability is essential. Reproduction impairment, increased mortality
rate, embryotoxicity, tissue lesions and mutations are amongst the
recorded adverse effects of pollutants on waterbird species. In countries
where hunting game bird species is allowed, hunters and those who
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consume the meat and organs of birds from polluted areas are at risk due
to elevated values of priority pollutants that exceed the limits in food
safety. Current European legislation should include monitoring
programmes for common bird species regarding priority pollutants
content.
NEUROLOGICAL TOXICITY OF MERCURY POISONING
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Globally considered one of the most toxic pollutants, mercury has
multiple effects on the organism, even at low concentration. The World
Health Organization deemed mercury to be one of the top ten chemicals
or groups of chemicals of public health concern. Forms of mercury which
include elemental mercury, inorganic, organic mercury compounds can
reach in ecosystems from both, natural and artificial sources. The natural
sources for this element are from volcanic activity, erosion, with the
volatilization of mercury being present in the marine environment, forest
fires and biomass burning. Anthropogenic source activities for mercury
include the burning of fossil fuels, Chlor-alkali industries, mining, and the
use of coal and petroleum. Humans can be exposed to this toxic pollutant
through ingesting contaminated food/water, inhaling vapours or using
mercury-containing cosmetics. Mercury can cause a large number of
symptoms in a large number of other organs. Over 250 symptoms are
associated with mercury exposure. Because of its solubility in lipids, it
reaches the circulating alveoli and penetrates the blood-brain barrier to
the central nervous system where it tends to accumulate. When
components of the nervous system have no proper functionality, disorders
can develop, like the motor or cognitive disorder, impairments of hearing,
cerebellar ataxia and psychiatric symptomatology. Numerous studies
highlight the role of mercury as a significant factor in the pathological
effects of Alzheimer’s disease. Some autopsy studies discovered that
patients with Alzheimer’s disease had higher levels of Hg. Over the past
few decades, there has been an increasing concern in understanding the
metabolism of neurotoxic metal Hg and his impact on AD. The review
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focuses on the significant contribution of mercury to neurological disease
and makes a total assessment of his current toxic mechanism.
INVESTIGATION OF ETP FACILITIES AND THE INDUSTRIAL
EFFLUENTS QUALITY: A CASE STUDY IN NOAKHALI
INDUSTRIAL AREA, BANGLADESH
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Untreated wastewater disposal from industries has been a crucial
environmental issue for developing countries like Bangladesh. The
current study aims to investigate the status of Effluent Treatment Plant
(ETP) and the quality of effluents in the Noakhali industrial area,
Bangladesh. The ETP status showed that about 30% of industries do not
have ETP facilities and only 30% of industries use their ETP for the
treatment of the effluents where the rest of the industry’s ETPs were
under construction or exit but not used. All the physicochemical
parameters were determined using standard analytical procedures and
analyzed the values comparing with the guideline standard by the
Department of Environment (DoE), Bangladesh. The average values of
electric conductivity (EC) have exceeded the tolerable limit in maximum
effluent samples. On the contrary, the temperature, pH, and total
dissolved solids (TDS) values were within the standard limit for all of the
collected effluent samples. The chloride concentration of the three
effluent samples surpassed the limit. The biological oxygen demand
(BOD) and chemical oxygen demand (COD) limit were exceeded for the
effluent sampling sites S-6 and S-7 collected near the food and beverage
industry. Besides, the maximum dissolved oxygen (DO) values of the
effluents were below the standard which indicates poor water quality.
Environmental nuisance is producing in Noakhali industrial area as
maximum industries have not enough wastewater treatment facilities. The
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present study demonstrated that it is obvious to operate the ETP regularly
for improving the quality of effluents to save our native environment from
the harmful effects of wastewater.
RESEARCHES REGARDING THE WATER QUALITY OF
STÂNCA COSTEȘTI LAKE, BOTOȘANI COUNTY
Alina AGAFIȚEI1, Vasile Lucian PAVEL1, Valentin BOBOC1
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Stânca Costești hydro-technical node on the Prut River, Botoșani County,
composed of the retention front and the accumulation lake is operated
with the Republic of Moldova.
It is located in the north-eastern extremity of Romania, and represents the
most important hydro-technical work existing within the Prut
hydrographic basin. Considering the multiple uses of the accumulation
(irrigation, water supply, fish farming, ensuring the level at the
downstream socket, and the sanitary flow), we decided to study the
important water quality parameters for a period of six years, 2014 - 2019.
The physical-chemical monitored indicators are: the oxygen regime,
nutrients, mineralization degree, heavy metals, and toxic organic
substances, also we observed their time evolution, and we calculated the
water trophic degree for every year. We perform the monitoring in slow
and fast flow for physical-chemical, biological and bacteriological
indicators, in the purpose of establishing the most appropriate
intervention measures for different types of water pollution.
NEW PROMISING MAGNETIC NANOMATERIAL FOR HEAVY
METALS REMOVAL FROM ROȘIA RIVER (ROȘIA MONTANĂ
AREA, ROMANIA)
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Metal pollution has become a worldwide problem, mainly because of the
metal toxicity, effects on living organisms, and the impact on the food
chain and the quality of drinking water. Researchers have been focusing
on developing new materials through „green chemistry methods” in order
to remove this type of pollutants from the environment. In the last
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decades, due to their unique properties, magnetic nanostructures
containing functionalized polymers as shells have proven useful in water
and wastewater treatment.
In this study, we report the synthesis and characterization of hybrid
magnetic core-shell nanostructures including magnetite as the inorganic
core and poly (benzofuran-co-arylacetic acid) functionalized with Nα,
Nα'–bis(carboxymethyl)-L-lysine as the organic shell. This nanomaterial
was used in the adsorption process of different metal ions from aqueous
solutions and contaminated water samples collected from Roșia River
(Roșia Montană area, Romania). The properties of the magnetic hybrid
nanostructure were investigated by Fourier-transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA),
magnetization measurements (VSM), and heavy metals concentrations in
aqueous solutions were determined by atomic absorption spectrometry
(AAS). Moreover, two kinetic models were applied in order to
characterize the metals adsorption mechanism.
The new nanomaterial is low cost, easy to separate by using an external
magnetic and exhibit good adsorption properties, which makes it
attractive for applications in water treatment.
IMPACT OF ETHANOL, METHANOL AND SULFIDES ON THE
NITRIFICATION PROCESS OF AMMONIUM IONS IN
NATURAL WATERS
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This paper includes the results of laboratory modeling of ethyl and methyl
alcohol and sulfide ions impact on the biochemical process of ammonium
ions nitrification in water from the Dniester River, Palanca village, Stefan
Voda district (august 2019). An insignificant influence of ethyl and
methyl alcohol (0,5 ml/L) was established in both stages of the process. In
the comparison test, the stage NH 4 + → NO 2 - lasted 12 days, and in the
presence of ethyl alcohol - 14 days and in the presence of methyl alcohol
- 16 days. The NO 2 - → NO 3 - stage in the comparison test lasted 16
days and in the presence of ethyl alcohol 2 days less (14 days) and in the
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presence of methyl alcohol - 16 days, so without any influence. The study
showed a significant influence of sulfur ion in both stages at a
concentration of 0.1 mg/L with and without the presence of ethyl and
methyl alcohol. In the comparison test, the NH 4 + → NO 2 - stage lasted
12 days, in the presence of the S 2- ion it lasted 18 days, and in the
presence of alcohols and sulfur ion - more than 20 days, the synergism of
the impact being obvious. In the NO 2 - → NO 3 - step of the process for
20 days the NO 2 - concentration did not decrease in the presence of the S
2- ion, and in the presence of ethyl, methyl alcohol and S 2- only 15-35%
of the NO 2 - ions were oxidized, in comparison with the witness test.
THE IMPACT OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES ON
ATMOSPHERIC AIR IN THE NORTH DEVELOPMENT REGION
OF THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA
Petru BACAL1, Lunița STERPU1
1
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The North Development Region comprises 11 administrative districts
from the northern part of the Republic of Moldova, as well as the Balti
municipality. The total area of region of study is 10 thousand km2 and the
number of population is 909 thousand inhabitants, which constitutes
about 30% of the total area and about 1/4 of the total number of
population of the Republic of Moldova. In the study area about 90% (50
thousand tonnes) of the total volume of emissions are generated from the
mobile sources, which is conditioned by the size of the districts and its
urban centers, by the number of cars, that are registered or cross the
respective districts, by the density and configuration of the road network
and the intensity of car traffic.
In the period 2004-2019, the total volume of emissions from fixed
pollution sources was, on average, 6.2 thousand tons. Overall, there is an
oscillating evolution of the volume of emissions, conditioned both by
economic fluctuations and by the frequency and efficiency of
environmental controls. In the period 2004-2019, the total volume of
emissions from fixed pollution sources was, on average, 6.2 thousand
tons. Overall, both at the level of administrative districts and by economic
activities, there is an oscillating evolution of the volume of emissions
from stationary sources, which is conditioned both by economic
fluctuations and by the frequency and efficiency of environmental
controls. In the most administrative districts there is an increase of
emissions from stationary sources, which is conditioned not so much by
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economic growth, but by the multiple increase of the list of sources from
thermo-energetics sector, especially of educational and medical
institutions, which provided information on emissions. A reduction, over
2 times, of the volume of emissions is observed in the districts of
Dondușeni (2.3 times), Glodeni (≈2 times), due to the considerable
reduction of the production volume and the bankruptcy of the sugar
factories. Also, a reduction of ≈2 times of emissions is attested at the
fixed sources in Bălți municipality, which is caused by the multiple
reduction (4 times) of the volume of emissions from the urban treatment
plant and from the thermo-energetics sector, from the production of
construction materials (by 1/3) and form the food industry (by ¼).
The maximum volume of emissions is found in Bălți municipality (1.3
thousand t), in the districts of Fălești (679 t), Drochia (585 t), Floresti
(556 t) and Soroca (546 t), and the minimum volume - in the districts of
Briceni (214 t) and Ocnița (249 t) with smaller dimensions and with more
superficial monitoring of emissions sources from thermo-energetics
sector.
In the branch structure, the first position is divided by agri-food
enterprises, by 29% and the thermo-energetics sector, by 27%, followed
by fuel trading stations, by 16%. The following positions are occupied by
companies from the mining and building industry (13%) and by
wastewater treatment plants (9%). The rest of the branches have a very
low share (0-2%), being concentrated, especially in Balti city and in the
more developed district centers of the region.
A SPATIAL PERSPECTIVE ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF
RURAL TOURISM UNDER THE LEADER UMBRELLA
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Rural tourism is one of the strategic forms where Romania can be
competitive and has a development potential to compete on the European
destination market, according to the Master Plan for National Tourism of
Romania 2007-2026 (2007), but also the recent Development Strategy of
Tourism in Romania 2019-2030 (2019). While is considered strategic,
only few actions are available for local communities in order to develop
sustainable tourism. One of them is the LEADER axis, which finance,
through LAG’s (local action groups) different actions, including
development of tourism.
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The present research question how the LEADER tool for rural
development has been used locally in Romania, in order to develop
tourism activities, as a means of diversifying rural economies. The
exploratory study is focused on a system of questions: To what extent do
the hard type projects (mainly accommodation infrastructures) overlap
with the intensity of the tourism activities ?; (2) What was the direction
that has mainly developed soft projects (tourist products, information
centres, etc.)? (3) Have these investments been selective (focused on
mature, experienced destinations) or inclusive (targeting areas without a
tourist tradition)?; (3) Was there an effect of spatial diffusion between the
two funding periods, starting from the LAU2 that attracted projects in the
period 2007-2013, to the ATUs in their vicinity, in the period 2014-2020?
The methodology is based on statistical and spatial analysis tools and
capitalizes on the database provided by AFIR on projects submitted for
tourism, financed by LEADER funds.
The main result is an operational typology of LAU2 in Romania that used
the LEADER tool in the development of tourism projects, based on: : (1)
the evolution of projects submitted under measure 313 (Encouragement of
tourism activities) in the first funding period, respectively on measures 6 (
Development of farms and enterprises) and 7 (Basic services and renewal
of villages in rural areas) of the second financing period; (2) the touristic
infrastructure demand before the financing years; (3) touristic offer. The
typology, as well as the concrete examples extracted from them, allow an
integrated diagnosis of the way in which the Romanian LAGs capitalized
the LEADER instrument for tourism development, with implications and
recommendations specific to each type of rural territory for the next
funding period.
THE IMPACT OF TOURISM ON THE ENVIRONMENT IN THE
MAIN TOURIST AREAS IN THE NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT
REGION OF THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA.
Ivan MOROZ1
1
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Regiunea de Dezvoltare Nord a Republicii Moldova include în
componența sa 11 raioane (Ocnița, Briceni, Dondușeni, Edineț, Soroca,
Drochia, Râșcani, Florești, Glodeni, Sângerei, Fălești) și municipiul Bălți,
cu o suprafață totală de 10 mii km2. Regiunea posedă un patrimoniu
turistic deosebit de variat. Aici se găsesc peisaje și monumente naturale
unicale. Resursele turistice principale sunt ariile naturale protejate,
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suprafețele forestiere de importanță recreațională, râurile și lacurile. O
valoare turistică, ecologică și științifică foarte mare posedă lanțurile de
recife coraliere fosile (toltrii), peșterile
și grotele etc.
Fondul Ariilor Naturale Protejate de Stat din RD Nord cuprinde:
rezervația științifică “Pădurea Domnească”; 103 monumente naturale,
inclusiv 32 de complexe și obiecte geologico-paleontologice, 10
hidrologice, 4 botanice cu vegetație silvică pe o suprafață totală de 61,8
ha și 57 arbori seculari; 12 rezervații naturale, inclusiv 9 silvice și 3
rezervații de plante medicinale; 12 rezervații peisajere cu o suprafață de
4605 ha; 6 rezervații de resurse, cu o suprafață de 98 ha; 12 Arii cu
management multifucțional, inclusiv 1 Sector reprezentativ cu vegetație
de stepă, 10 sectoare reprezentative cu vegetație de luncă, 127,5 ha de
perdele forestiere de protecție; 10 monumente de arhitectură peisajeră, de
47,5 ha; 1 zonă umedă de importanță internațională cu o suprafață de
15553 ha ceia ce constituie 54% din suprafața totală a ariilor naturale
protejate de stat din această regiune.
Resursele tristice ale Regiunii de Dezvoltare Nord sunt determinate de
resurse de origine geologică, geomorfologică, climatică, hidrologică,
floristică și faunistică toate tipurile de resurse sunt impresionante din
punct de vedere cantitativ, structural și atractiv. Sub aspect geomorfologic
se disting recifele coraligene fosile Sub aspect geomorfologic se disting
formațiunile recifale ce aflorează văile râurilor Răuț și Căinar. Structura
geologică este complexă, ceea ce determină și un potențial ecoturistic
geologic bogat, cu prezența unor obiective inedite. Aceasta este
reprezentată de peșteri, recife, grote, aflorimente, obiecte paleontologice,
unele dinte ele fiind unice în Europa. Cele mai importante obiective
turistice sunt peșterile și toltrele.
Relieful este deluros, fragmentat de rețeaua hidrografică, cu văi adânci și
hârtoape, chei și defileuri. Sub aspect geomorfologic se distinge prin
originalitate regiunea Toltrilor Prutului, din cadrul monumentului natural
Stâncile Prutului. Toltrii reprezintă masive de calcar recifal, fiind
formațiuni unice în Europa. În limitele regiunii toltrii au răspândire în
bazinele afluenților de stânga a Prutului. În această regiune prezintă
atractivitate turistică Cheile Butești (Glodeni), Defileul Duruitoarea
(Râșcani), rezervațiile peisagistice “Suta de Movile” (Glodeni), “La
Castel” (Edineț) ș.a. Valea fluviului Nistru are o mare importanță
recreativă, generată de peisajul specific de canion, cu active procese
carstice, alunecări de teren, surpări, rostogoliri. Astfel, potențialul
reliefului, combinat cu potențialul peisajului în ansamblu, constituie o
atractivitate ecoturistică importantă a Regiunii de Dezvoltare Nord. La
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nivel local elementele peisajului permit valorizarea potențialului lor în
scopuri recreative.
Turismul este o activitate economică care, pe parcursul ultimelor decenii,
a cunoscut o evoluție considerabilă, contribuind la creșterea economică a
multor țări. Cu toate acestea, facilitățile turistice intră deseori în conflict
cu misiunea de conservare și protecție a mediului înconjurător, cauzându-i acestuia pagube esențiale.
Un numar tot mai mare dintre cei implicati, sub o formă sau alta, în
activatatile de turism sunt constienti de efectele provocate de dezvoltarea
turistica, de impactul acestor activitati asupra populatiei si mediului. In
ultimii ani, deceniile nouă si zece ale secolului XX, s-a urmarit ca
expansiunea turismului sa se realizeze echilibrat, in conformitate cu
standardele care garantează pastrarea echilibrului ecologic si evita
suprasolicitarea resurselor, poluarea si orice alte impacte negative asupra
mediului.
ESTIMATION OF THE ABOVE-GROUND VEGETAL MASS OF
THE GRASS LAYER IN THE BALTI URBAN ECOSYSTEM,
GHINDEȘTI, MĂRCULEȘTI SUBURBAN ECOSYSTEMS
(FLORESTI DISTRICT)
Constantin BULIMAGA1, Anastasia PORTARESCU1, Corina1
1
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In order to evaluate the anthropic impact on biodiversity in this paper, the
study on the net primary production (phytomass) in the urban ecosystem
Bălți and the suburban ecosystems Ghindești, Mărculești (Floresti district)
is carried out. Based on the results obtained, it was demonstrated that the
highest amount of fresh phytomass of the grass layer is recorded in the
village of Mărculești, which is 1324 g / m2. In the other resorts, the fresh
phytomass is practically the same, remaining within the limits of 452
g/m2 (Bălți town, upstream and on the outskirts) and 606 g/m2 (car
station, Bălți town), respectively.
The determination of the dry phytomass of the grass layer showed that the
smallest amount of dry vegetal mass is attested for the area of the bus
station in the town, Bălți - 144 g/m2, followed by the Răut river area from
Ghindești village and upstream of the town Bălți, with 230 and 240 g / m2
respectively. A larger amount of dried phytomass is obtained at the
periphery of the town. Bălți - 350 g/m2, and the largest amount was set for
Mărculești - 370 g/m2.
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It should be noted that dry plant mass differs significantly from wet plant
mass. This is explained by the fact that in the samples taken were present
different species of plants, some of them (representatives of the family
Chenopodiaceae), drying, became very light, and others - practically did
not change their weight so considerably, as they were in the fruiting phase
and had ears (family Poaceae).
The amount of organic matter in the grass layer has an enormous
significance for vegetation, it serves as a source of nutrition and plant
development - primary producers of food chains. The highest amount of
organic matter is registered both in the phytomass sample from
Mărculești village - 316 g/m2, and in the one from the outskirts of the
town. Bălți - 314 g/m2. In the village of Ghindești and upstream of the
town. Ponds are 206 g/m2 and 200 g/m2 of organic matter, respectively.
The lowest amount of organic matter was set for the sample of plant
material near the bus station - only 120 g/m2. This is explained by the fact
that the anthropogenic factor dominates near the station, the air and soil
are more polluted, which essentially contributes to reducing the amount of
organic matter.
Determination of the amount of water in plant biomass. Water is essential
in the growth and development of plants, as well as in the longer
maintenance of the vegetation period. Unfortunately, the drought that has
been present practically throughout the summer, as well as the lack of
rainfall this year have affected plant productivity. The obtained data show
that we find the largest amount of water for the vegetation in the village
of Mărculești - 954 g/m2. At the opposite pole, 102 g/m2 is registered in
the sample of vegetal material from the periphery of the town Balti. In the
other phytomassage samples are 462 g/m2 - at the bus station or. Bălți,
278 g/m2 - Ghindești village and 222 g/m2 upstream of the town. Bălți.
SPATIO-TEMPORAL CHANGES OF DROUGHT SEVERITY
OVER ARABLE LANDS IN ROMANIA (2000-2019), ACCORDING
TO MODIS SATELLITE IMAGES AND SPI INDEX
Radu-Vlad DOBRI1, Liviu APOSTOL1, Lucian SFÎCĂ1, Simona
ȚÎMPU1
1
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The aim of this paper is to evaluate the drought occurrence and severity
over the arable lands of Romania using the images obtained from Terra
satellite, Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectro radiometer (MODIS)
sensor. The interval between March and August was used trying to study
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the phenomenon of drought from the greening period of vegetation to the
period of its maximum development. The study extends over a long
period of time, from 2000 to 2019. Thus, three MODIS products were
used, more exactly a total number of 400 Leaf Area Index (LAI) 8-day
composite images and 400 Fraction of Photosynthetically Active
Radiation absorbed by vegetation (FPAR) 8-day composite. Both FPAR
and LAI were used to obtain an illustration of the drought severity, and its
territorial extension at the level of arable lands in Romania according to
the vegetation phenology phase and their vegetative characteristics,
influenced by climatic conditions. Thus, drought territorial extension and
severity of arable lands in Romania, are shown as map for the
driest/wettest year and a multiannual average of the entire analysis
interval. According to the discussion above, it can be understood that in
the case of FPAR and LAI, the lower the values, the more intense the
drought phenomenon. Thus, in 2000, the driest year in the entire analyzed
period, 42.2% of the arable land area in Romania was affected by extreme
drought, 39.4% was affected by severe drought, 15.7% by weak or
moderate drought, while only 2.7% of the entire territory was not affected
by drought. The most severely affected regions are those in the South of
the Moldavian Plateau, the South-central and South-Western part of the
Romanian Plain, the North-Western part of the Dobrogea Plateau and the
Central-Western part of the Western Plain. On the other hand, in 2014,
the least dry in the entire analysis interval, the arable lands were affected
in proportion of only 0.3% by extreme drought, 11.9% by severe drought,
85.2% by weak or moderate drought and 2.6% of these not being affected
at all. As in the case of 2000, the most affected territories were the south
of the Moldavian Plateau, the South-central and South-Western part of the
Romanian Plain, the central part of the Dobrogea Plateau and the NorthWestern part of the Western Plain.
Throughout the period 2000-2019, the most affected areas according to
the FPAR are the Romanian Plain, especially the central-western area and
the north-eastern area. Also, the entire southern Moldavian Plateau, the
Western Plain, especially the western and northwestern part of the
Dobrogea Plateau are affected. Last but not least, it should be mentioned
that the lowest average values of FPAR in this period were registered on
larger areas in the northern half of the Dobrogea Plateau and on smaller
areas, in the south of Moldova, values ranging from 0.2-0.4. In fact, only
1.1% of arable land was affected by extreme drought while 38.0% were
affected by severe drought, 48.3% were affected by weak or moderate
drought and 12.6% were not affected.
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THE VULNERABILITY OF UNDERGROUND WATER
RESOURCES FROM MOLDAVIAN PLATEAU TO CLIMATE
CHANGES - PROJECT STARTING POINT
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Lack of infrastructures to allow the local population, predominantly rural,
a constant access to water resource, requires the use of underground water
mostly with many implications on the quality and operating conditions of
these. The effect of climate changes in recent decades, along with human
impact, induces a major risk on this resource. The main objectives of this
project are:
1. Identifying the specific types of hydrogeological conditions in the
Moldavian Plateau;
2. Identifying the vulnerable areas to changes in the groundwater level;
3. Application of regional climate models in the Moldavian Plateau to
assess climate changes impacts on underground water resources;
4. Modelling of underground water resources response to current and
future climate change scenarios.
5. Expanding groundwater level measurements in rural part of Moldavian
Plateau to identify areas vulnerable to various scenarios of climate
changes. These measurements will replace the lack of data from national
monitoring systems managed by the National Institute of Hydrology and
Water Management on the groundwater level variations;
6. Elaboration of underground vulnerability index (UVI index) based on
meteorological (precipitation and temperatures), hydrological (river
flow), hydrogeological (underground water level, soil texture, infiltration
capacity), geological (type of geological structures, tectonics) and social
(density of population, type of water supply system for population)
parameters;
7. Assessing human impact on the underground water resources given that
in this region the demand of water increased, both for public water supply
and for its use in agriculture. This will have a major role in reducing the
over-exploitation of underground water resources.
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MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES IN SMALL URBAN GREEN
SPACES - A 10-YEAR LITERATURE REVIEW
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Reintegrating and conserving natural features in urban settlements has
been a major challenge for urban planners around the globe. These
concerns come in the context in which international bodies such as the
United Nations through the UN-Habitat program aim in promoting more
sustainable ways of planning, enhancing the livability degrees within
urban settlement. Besides traditional urban green spaces like urban parks,
public gardens or urban forests, small areas cover with vegetation are
considered to provide the required services for reaching urban
sustainability goals. However, the scientific literature focuses more on the
wider urban green spaces when assessing the outcomes provided by
nature in cities.
The goal of this study was to extract the challenges regarding the
management of urban green spaces highlighted in the scientific literature
in the past 10 years. Our analysis focused on retrieving information from
papers published in highly cited journals. We aimed in analyzing whether
researchers having concerns in this topic have also included small urban
green areas in their study and if they did, we desired to determine what
types of such areas were analyzed. For achieving our goal, we have
downloaded 110 research papers from more than 20 scientific journals
using scientific search engines such as science direct, Scopus or Google
scholar. We have extracted general information about the papers (title,
authors and their affiliation, abstract and keywords) as well as
information about the scale of the analysis, methods and indicators used
in the assessments and whether there were any positive and negative
aspects regarding the management of urban green spaces.
The preliminary results have shown a growing interest in the subject
related with urban green space management in the last 10 years. Authors
around the world have become preoccupied by the challenges of
managing natural features within urban settlements, highlighting major
pressures such climate changes or urban sprawl. These concerns have
emerged as urban green spaces are the only urban features providing high
and complex amounts of ecosystem services, thus their shrinkage or
inappropriate management would lead to a sustainability and livability
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decrease in cities around the world. Further analysis will imply more
detailed analysis of the selected scientific documents aiming to cluster the
identified management challenges related with urban green spaces in
general, with a special attention on smaller features as we hypothesize
that the cumulative benefits of these type of urban green spaces are very
important for worldwide cities.
THE TROPHIC SPECTRUM OF THE MEDITERRANEAN
BARBEL (BARBUS MERIDIONALIS PETENYI) POPULATION
IN THE TROTUȘ RIVER BASIN
Angelica RUSU1, Gabriel PLĂVAN2, Dorel URECHE3, Ion
COJOCARU2, Mircea NICOARĂ1,2
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Macroinvertebrates are a relevant group of organisms in aquatic
ecosystems because they process organic substances deposited in water
sediments and reintroduce them into food chains.
The trophic spectrum highlights the diversity of food and the association
between consumer and prey (in this case, the relation between fish and
macroinvertebrates). This was achieved by quantitative and qualitative
analysis of the macroinvertebrates found in the stomach content of
Mediterranean barbel (Barbus meridionalis petenyi) living in the Trotus
river. Fish sampling was achieved by the electronarcosis method during
spring-summer 2010. Macroinvertebrates from the stomach content were
identified to the smallest possible taxon, while their importance in the
fishes feeding was represented by ecological indicators: the ShannonWiener index, based on the relative abundance of prey, was used in order
to estimate the dietary diversity of each fish species, while Pielou’s index,
based on the frequency of occurrence, helps to discriminate between a
general food model and a selective one.
The analysis revealed that nearly all the individuals found in the fishes’
stomach content belong to the Class Insecta. The highest values of
abundance were recorded by the Order Diptera, and the lowest were
found for the Order Coleoptera.
The most relevant characteristics of Barbus meridionalis petenyi are the
broad food spectrum and the generalist feeding mode.
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SPATIO-TEMPORAL TRENDS IN LAND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO
DEGRADATION IN ROMANIA DUE TO CLIMATE CHANGE,
VEGETATION DEGRADATION AND ANTHROPOGENIC
PRESSURES
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A better understanding of the spatio-temporal dynamics of land
degradation, one of the most important global environmental issues of our
time, is particularly important for managing this environmental disruption
worldwide. However, international studies have almost exclusively
tackled the issue of land sensitivity to degradation on a single point-intime, while multi-temporal approaches, based on diachronic analyses of
land sensitivity to degradation, are extremely rare/inexistent worldwide,
including in Romania. This paper attempts to bridge this knowledge gap
of recent land degradation trajectories in Romania, by using a reliable
methodological tool called Land Degradation Sensitivity Index (LDSI),
which was computed for the years 1990 and 2018, and investigated in
Romania in terms of the cartographic and statistical differences between
the two analyzed years. The results revealed a recent expansion of ~1300
km2 of the LDSI classes critically sensitive to degradation (~67,300 km2
in 1990 vs ~68,600 km2 in 2018), especially in landforms/development
regions/counties located in the extra-Carpathians regions of the country. It
appears this expanding trend of degradation conditions of lands is due to
climate change (through the intensification of aridity), degradation of
vegetation (amid climate change) and anthropogenic pressures (through
multiple changes in land use/cover classes). Given this context, our
observations issue a warning regarding the potential decrease in the
productivity of agroecological systems in Romania, located, for the most
part, in the country’s extra-Carpathians areas, which have become over
the past decades the most susceptible to land degradation.
UTILIZAREA RESURSELOR DE APĂ ÎN REGIUNEA DE SUD A
REPUBLICII MOLDOVA
Daniela BURDUJA1
1
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Regiunea de Sud a Republicii Moldova ocupă o suprafață de circa 9,2 mii
km2 sau 27% din suprafața totală a țării, având o populație de ~700 mii
locuitori (17%). Majoritatea teritoriului Regiunii de Sud se află în Spațiul
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Hidrografic Dunărea-Marea Neagră. În bazinul râului Prut sunt situate
majoritatea localităților din raioanele Leova și Cantemir, precum și
localitățile din raionul Cahul așezate în lunca acestui râu. În Districtul
Hidrografic Nistru se află localitățile din raionul Ștefan-Vodă situate în
lunca acestui fluviu, precum și majoritatea localităților din raionul
Căușeni situate în bazinul râului Botna - afluent al Nistrului.
În perioada 2003-2018 volumul total de apă utilizat în Regiunea de Sud a
fost, în medie, de 17,4 mln. m3 sau doar 15% din apa utilizată în RM (fără
UTA SN). Volumul maxim de ape este utilizat în raioanele Cahul (3,1
mln. m3) și Ștefan-Vodă - 2,6 mln. m3, care utilizează în special apele de
suprafață captate din râurile Prut și Nistru. Volumul minim de ape
utilizate se atestă în raioanele mai mici ca Cimișlia - 1,1 mln. m3 și
Basarabeasca (881 mii m3). Volumul de apă utilizat în Regiunea de Sud a
scăzut cu peste 50%, tendința de reducere fiind specifică pentru
majoritatea raioanelor din regiune, cu excepția raioanelor Cimișlia (64%),
Leova (26%) și Cahul (14%). Cea mai pronunțată reducere se atestă în
raioanele Căușeni (de 3 ori), Taraclia (de 2,2 ori) și Cantemir (de 2,5 ori).
Circa 61% din volumul total de apă este utilizat în agricultură, ceea ce
denotă caracterul agrar pronunțat al regiunii dar și clima mai aridă față de
celelalte regiuni ale țării. În scopuri menajere sunt utilizați 5,8 mln m3 de
apă din care 40% sunt utilizați ân râul Cahul. Pentru industrie se
utilizează în medie 1 mln m3 de apă constituind doar 6% din volumul
total de apă utilizat în regiune și doar 7% din volumul total de apă utilizat
în scopuri tehnologice în RM, ceea ce denotă dezvoltarea mai slabă a
industriei față de celelalte regiuni a țării.
CONSERVAREA BIODIVERSITĂȚII ÎN CONDIȚII DE CRIZĂ
Cristina GÂRLEA1, Cornelia MARIN2, Manole St. ȘERBULEA3
Academia Romana; Centrul de Studii și Cercetări de Biodiversitate
Agrosilvică “Acad. David Davidescu”, București, România
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Biodiversitatea sau varietatea genelor, a speciilor și a ecosistemelor care
constituie viața pe pământ reprezintă o sursă științifică supusă mereu
actualizării. În prezent, suntem martorii unei pierderi constante a
biodiversității ceea ce determină consecințe profunde pentru lumea
naturală și pentru bunăstarea oamenilor. Cauzele principale sunt
schimbările care se produc în habitatul natural. Tehnologiile moderne de
exploatare a terenurilor urmărind o producție agricolă intensivă,
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extinderea suprafețelor construite, exploatatrea la suprafață a substanțelor
minerale utile fără îndeplinirea condițiilor impuse de lege privind
reconstrucția ecologică, defrișarea excesivă a pădurilor (legal sau ilegal),
intervenția brutală asupra ecositemelor (oceane, mări, râuri, lacuri etc),
degradarea continuă a solurilor nedublată de lucrări de ameliorare,
problema speciilor invazive, poluarea, ca efect al activităților antropice,
sunt decisive pentru pierderea biodiversității. Dezastrele, mai ales cele cu
caracter transfrontalier dar și schimbările climatice cu manifestare la nivel
global sunt cauze puțin abordate în relaționarea cu măsurile de conservare
a biodiversității. Evaluarea corectă și rapidă a riscurilor și hazardurilor, cu
accent și pe stoparea pierderilor de biodiversitate, devine o componentă
importantă a strategiilor de dezvoltarea durabilă iar strategiile de
dezvoltare durabilă să fie prezente prin acțiunile coerente și realizabile,
cuantificabile.
INTERFERENȚE ALE EDUCAȚIEI ÎN PROCESUL DE
FORMARE ȘI CONSOLIDARE A CONDUITEI CIVICE
REFERITOARE LA PROTECȚIA MEDIULUI
Livia DURAC1
1
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Una dintre provocările actuale în fața căreia se află procesul de educație
este reprezentată de necesitatea - devenită tot mai profundă - de a-și pune
în valoare resursele, aducându-și contribuția la fundamentarea unui nou
tip de atitudine privind protecția mediului.
În acest sens, Raportul privind obiectivele de dezvoltare durabilă pe anul
2020 al Națiunilor Unite statuează o serie de puncte de referință pentru
următoarea decadă, în raport cu care educația trebuie să identifice
modalitățile prin care poate sprijini demersurile prevăzute în cadrul
acestui document.
În pofida unui debut mai puțin favorabil al perioadei cunoscută sub
denumirea Decade of Action (Decada de Acțiune) - fapt determinat de
contextul medical neprielnic pe care omenirea este nevoită să-l parcurgă orientarea resurselor materiale și umane necesare îndeplinirii obiectivelor
rămâne prioritară.
Articolul își propune să aducă în planul atenției modul în care educația
poate și trebuie să-și continue implicarea în reconfigurarea unei noi
mentalități, în acord cu obiectivele de dezvoltare durabilă, din perspectiva
nevoii de protejare a mediului.
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ÎN CONTEXTUL IMPLEMENTĂRII AGENDEI 2030 PENTRU
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Ca răspuns la provocările și problemele de mediu din zilele noastre, tot
mai complexe și interconectate, Uniunea Europeană și statele membre
lansează o propunere pentru un nou consens, care să reflecte o schimbare
de paradigm în domeniul cooperării pentru protecția factorilor de mediu
în contextul implementării Agendei 2030 a ONU pentru dezvoltare
durabilă. Propunerea avansează o viziune comună și un cadru de acțiune
pentru toate instituțiile europene și toate statele membre, cu un accent
special pe forțele motrice ale dezvoltării, cum ar fi energia din surse
durabile și politicile climatice, investițiile, migrația și mobilitatea.
În centrul Agendei 2030 se află 17 obiective de dezvoltare durabilă și
țintele aferente, care se vor desfășura până în 2030. Uniunea Europeană
pune la dispoziția tuturor țărilor membre un cadru nou și ambițios în care
să fie abordate în colaborare provocările comune. Pentru prima dată,
obiectivele de dezvoltare durabilă sunt universal aplicabile tuturor țărilor,
iar UE se angajează să fie un lider activ în punerea în aplicare a acestora.
În acest context vom aborda și explica modul în care prioritățile politice
ale Uniunii Europene contribuie la punerea în aplicare a Agendei 2030 a
ONU și modul în care Uniunea Europeană și-a propus să realizeze
obiectivele de dezvoltare durabilă în viitor.
NEAMȚ - A SUSTAINABLE DESTINATION? THE LONG ROAD
FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE.
Lucian ROȘU1, Mihai BULAI1, Ema CORODESCU-ROȘCA1,
Alexandra CEHAN1
1Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology,
Iași, Romania

In the context of climate change, the European Comission has drafted an
ambitious initiative through which all the member states contribute to
decarbonisation of national economies and reduction of dependence on
classic energy resources.
In Central and Eastern Europe, including Romania, these issues continue
to be a major threat as they face the most annual air pollution deaths in
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Europe. Even if after the political changes in 1989 the situation seems to
be improved, they still have difficulties in restructuring and greening the
industrial sector and in managing traffic in urban areas as the number of
cars increased and the and the uncontrolled expansion of the big cities.
The aim of the present research is to analyze the public perception of
Central ans East European citizens’ compared to the average opinion of
the European citizens on climate change. The valuation of the public
perception was done by using the answers to two questionnaire-guided
interviews conducted for completing the Special Eurobarometer Report.
In this sense, there were selected some key-questions from the two
Eurobarometers (Climate Change, April 2019 and Europeans’ attitude on
EU energy policy, May 2019).
The results show that many citizens of Central and Eastern Europe are not
ready yet for radical measures to combat climate change, although the
progress made in recent years is important including the high support of
the environmental education.
CONSTRUCTION SITE IN THE CITY, IMPACT AND
PERSPECTIVE FOR A SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT
Zakaria GHEDJATI1, Souad SASSI BOUDEMAGH1
1

Constantine3 University, Constantine, Algeria

Despite the added value of structuring projects within a city, this does not
exclude the inconvenience and malfunctioning of the various components
of this city throughout the duration of the work. The community
bordering a construction project is subject to negative impacts. In
accordance with the principles of sustainable development, adequate
management must be put in place, and measures must be taken at an early
stage in order to reduce the negative effects of these construction sites on
the entire city, its inhabitants and the users of the affected areas of this
city.
The project for a second phase of the Constantine tramway extension line
is under construction, extending over a length of about 4 km. However,
the implementation of this project will lead to disturbances in the areas
crossed by the project line, which are mainly caused by the construction
site (noise, vibrations, safety, etc...). Through our study, we aim to
evaluate the impacts of this project on the new city, therefore, we have
crossed criteria from different references, we have drawn up a list of
measurement indicators according to the frequency of their appearance in
the different researches and sources, to finally qualitatively measure the
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impact of the Tramway construction site on the new city Ali Mendejli. In
this study, the negative impacts of the tramway project are evaluated from
the point of view of the neighbouring community. The analysis carried
out on the basis of the criteria used to assess the impact of the
construction site has enabled us to propose solutions for the mitigation of
these impacts.
EVALUAREA IMPACTULUI POTENȚIAL AL ABANDONULUI
TERENURILOR ASUPRA SECURITĂȚII ALIMENTARE A
ORAȘELOR DIN ROMÂNIA UTILIZÂND IMAGINI
SATELITARE ȘI TEHNICI DE MACHINE LEARNING
Monica Gabriela PARASCHIV1, Cristian Ioan IOJĂ1, Simona Raluca
GRĂDINARU1
1
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Schimbările în utilizarea terenurilor cu impact asupra mediului,
economiei și societății sunt unele dintre cele mai importante teme din
domeniul de cercetare „Land science”. Ca parte a acestui domeniu,
studiul abandonului terenurilor este în mod particular studiat din cauza
relevanței ridicate pentru securitatea alimentară. În România,
fragmentarea excesivă a proprietății agricole și expansiunea urbană au
condus la reducerea capacității orașelor de a-și produce hrana. Studiul are
ca scop evaluarea impactului fenomenului de abandon al terenurilor
agricole din zonele periubane din Romania asupra securității alimentare.
Utilizând un sampling aleatoriu-stratificat, au fost selectate ca studii de
caz reprezentative un număr de 24 de orașe.
Identificarea terenurilor abandonate s-a realizat în trei etape prin metoda
Extreem Gradient Boosting (EGB), pe baza datelor Landsat 8: (1)
determinarea vizuală a punctelor de antrenare a algoritmului EGB, cu
ajutorul Google Earth Pro, (2) calcularea Indicelui Normalizat de
Diferențiere a Vegetației (NDVI) în două perioade de referință
(2013/2014 și 2017/2018) și (3) construirea de măști pentru apă, nori,
umbre. Valorile NDVI au fost extrase în punctele alese aleatoriu, iar
aceste valori au fost clasificate utilizand EGB. Procesarea datelor s-a
făcut cu ajotorul softurilor ArcGIS Desktop si R (pachetele xgboost,
raster, rgdal). Primele rezultate ale clasificării arată o creștere a suprafeței
terenurilor abandonate din 2013 până în 2018 și o concentrare a acestora
la periferia orașelor de rang 1. Analizate împreună cu date statistice
referitoare la securitatea alimentară (productivitatea terenurilor agricole,
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suprafața de teren scoasă din circuitul agricol, numărul de lucrători din
agricultură etc.), aceste date confirmă declinul agriculturii în zonele
urbane.
IMPACT OF MN ORE WASTE ON SOIL FROM DEALU
RUSULUI - BISTRIȚA MOUNTAINS
Doina Smaranda SÎRBU-RĂDĂȘANU1, Ramona HUZUM2
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The deposition of waste materials around the manganese roasting ore
furnaces and in dumps next to mine galleries without any strict regulation
could give rise to soil and water contaminations. The remediation was not
an environmental issue at the time when the Mn ore extraction was
performed from Dealu Rusului. The geological setting is connected to
Tulgheș unit. The Mn ore deposit is found in Tg2 formation. The host
rocks consist of sericite chlorite schists, black cherts and carbonate
schists.
In order to state the possible contamination of soil from Dealu Rusului
(Bistrita Mountains) due to the waste material from the former roasting
furnaces and mine waste dumps. Also the control samples were collected
for a better interpretation of analytical results.
XRF method was used for the determination of major and trace elements
contents of solid samples.
On the base of heavy metals contents in control samples, geoaccumulation index (Igeo) and contamination factor (Cf) were used to
point out the contamination degree of soil. Thus, only Mn and As show
values of both indices typical of moderate to heavy contaminated. The
soil samples from the top and from the bottom of the waste dumps are
obviously enriched in Mn and As and consequently are heavier
contaminated. In the soil placed to the right and to the left of dumps the
contamination progressively decrease. In both profiles the upper 0-40 cm
are contaminated, while the samples from 40-80 cm and 80-120 cm depth
are slightly enriched in Mn or As.
Also ecological risk index which take into account the toxic response
factor for different heavy metals was applied. The values of this index
lower than 40 infer a low ecological risk for Mn and As. The high Mn and
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As contents in control samples (median 1153 mg Mn/kg and 45 mg
As/kg) and in 40-80 cm and 80-120 cm sampling level of profiles the
denote an unusual background in the Dealu Rusului. This is due to
presence of Mn ore deposit in bedrock. The weathering processes brought
to pedogenic Mn oxy-hydroxides with high adsorbtion capacity.
The high As in soil can be related to a rare group of Mn phyllosilicate
typical of Mn deposit of Bistrita belt. The good correlation between Mn
and As in soil samples which are not recognized as contaminated
according to Igeo and Cf support the close relation between Mn and As.
BANCI BIOINFORMATICE UTILIZATE PRNTRU ADAPTAREA
LA SCHIMBARILE CLIMATICE
Cristina GÂRLEA1, Cornelia MARIN2, Mariana PIPIRIGEANU3
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Studiile recente arată că, fără eforturi politice suplimentare semnificative,
bazate pe colectarea masivă a datelor privind, viul este imposibil ca
omenirea să reziste într-o epocă de dezvoltare, dezvoltare care pare să
devină din ce în ce mai lentă. În prezent, cercetarea se orientează spre
obiectivele strategice ale României prin utilizarea resursei umane din
numeroase universități, agenții, fundații, ținând cont de politica de
finanțare a cercetării și inovării. Acest deziderat cuprinde și elemente de
combatere a cyber atacurilor îndreptate spre bazele de date privitoare la
patrimoniul național, cum ar fi sursele de apă, terenurile care sunt folosite
ca pașuni pentru animalele de rentă, locațiile forestiere care asigură
înmulțirea vânatului etc. Aceste informații centralizate în baze de date
permit securizarea dezvoltării durabile a diferitelor zone cu resurse
naturale bogate ale țării. Resursele naturale sunt o componentă importantă
a asigurării securitătii alimentare în toate perioadele anului (normale sau
cu riscuri majore). În plină pandemie se pune foarte serios problema
asigurării vieții prin capaciățtile naționale. Crearea și exploatarea unor
capacități cyber fizice poate conduce la o administrare competitivă a
resurselor naturale. Articolul abordează o tematică de cercetare privind
spijinul specialiștilor pentru nivelele de decizie pe baza accesării rapide a
bazelor de date.
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THE EFFECTS OF URBAN AIR POLLUTANTS ON SOME
URBAN CONSTRUCTIONS IN THE PODUL DE PIATRĂ AREA,
OF THE IAȘI CITY, ROMANIA
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This paper studies the action of urban air pollutants with various apparent
architectural surfaces and the effects of identified chemical compounds on
constructions in an urban agglomeration of the city of Iași, known as the
Stone Bridge (Podul de Piatră) Air pollution usually refers to the elements
of the ambient air that have been disturbed by anthropogenic activities,
which causes a series of degradations and damage to the materials in the
structure of buildings. These materials, such as natural stone, mortar,
concrete and iron, are exposed to the action of various environmental
factors such as wind, freeze / thaw cycles, the alternation of hot and cold
periods, along with the presence of chemical atmospheric pollutants. Last
but not least, material particles (such as PM2.5 and PM10) have a major
effect on the apparent materials in construction, generating various
problems of aesthetic and architectural but also periodic maintenance,
through the slow, permanent and sometimes irreversible appearance of
black crusts. Geomaterials and chemical pollutants interact in a complex
way, with deep and often irreversible degradation phenomena, leading to
erosion, disintegration, chemical transformations and alteration of the
shape and structure of objects, through the slow loss of material. The
mechanisms of these processes depend largely on the chemical and
physical nature of the constituent materials, as well as their structure and
morphology. As is well known, the presence of pollutants in the
environment of carbon (CO, CO2), nitrogen (NO, NO2), sulfur oxides
(SO2) and PM are the consequence of anthropogenic emissions of liquid,
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gaseous and solid substances into the air through residential, domestic or
technological (industrial) activities but also by urban transport. Under
certain conditions, through various mechanisms, various acids (such as
HCl, HNO3 and H2SO4) can be formed, with a strong negative impact on
urban construction materials. In addition, water is also one of the most
effective degrading agents, which not only acts as a solvent in the case of
acid rain, but also participates directly in many chemical reactions that
lead to alteration of apparent materials. The first objective of this study is
to propose a methodology for monitoring the investigated constructions,
as part of a preliminary plan for their rehabilitation.
USING NORMALIZED DIFFERENCE VEGETATION INDEX AS
INDICATOR FOR GRASSLAND DYNAMICS IN THE
MOLDAVIAN PLATEAU
Georgiana VĂCULIȘTEANU1, Mihai Ciprian MĂRGĂRINT1, Mihai
NICULIȚĂ1
1
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Climate change and human impact can be considered to be the most
important factors which affect vegetation phenology and quality;
therefore, satellite-derived products are used for temporal dynamics
assessment through the vegetation indices. The Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI) is the widely used vegetation index in order to
detect vegetation development and changes. This study investigates the
grassland dynamics in the Moldavian Plateau by establishing a
correspondence between NDVI variation and the mentioned stressors:
climate change and human impact.
For this study, we have used Landsat 8 data with 30m spatial resolution,
starting from 2013 till October 2020. The NDVI images were achieved
from Google Earth Engine Platform, being organized in a database with
monthly classification. In order to validate and understand the NDVI
variability, we have used long time series plots, corresponding to the
analysed years.
We have identified the existence of some areas in which we found both
increasing and decreasing trends in the NDVI values variability. The
connection between NDVI and grassland productivity is quite visible, and
some changes of the greenness distribution nearest to the variable -1
could represent the predisposition to grassland degradation. Alongside the
satellite image analysis, further validation in the field will be needed.
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IMPACTUL UNOR FACTORI ANTROPICI ASUPRA
DEGRADĂRII ECOSISTEMELOR ȘI REDUCERII
BIODIVERSITĂȚII REZERVAȚIILOR NATURALE DE INTERES
NAȚIONAL DIN CADRUL SITULUI DE IMPORTANȚĂ
COMUNITARĂ-CÂMPIA CAREIULUI
Gabriela MENTIU1
1
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Scopul studiului este de a atrage atenția asupra valorilor naturale
reprezentate de Siturile de importanță comunitară si asupra impactului
unor factori antropici prezenti în sit – stabilind astfel, nevoia de activități
pentru conservarea și întreținerea acestora. Siturile comunitare au o
valoare naturală foarte ridicată , biodiversitatea lor trebuie conservată
pretutindeni ,deoarece generează, pe de o parte, bunuri si asigură servicii
direct utilizabile sistemului socio- economic, iar pe de altă parte, mențin
procesele ecologice la nivel local, regional și local.Totuși, trecerea de la
modelul de dezvoltare actual la un model de dezvoltare durabilă este
posibilă doar prin cercetare, achiziționarea de cunoștințe și achiziționarea
de practici.
Am identificat următorii factori antropici care au un impact negativ
asupra calității mediului: utilizarea pesticidelor, incendierea,
suprapășunatul, cosirea necorespunzătoare sau necosirea fânețelor,
fertilizarea, poluarea apei, restructurarea deținerii și utilizării terenurilor
agricole, pătrunderea și exinderea speciilor invazive, drenajul, vânătoarea,
extragerea nisipului, depozitarea necontrolată a deșeurilor menajere,
extinderea zonelor urbane.Presiunea antropică s-a exercitat în Câmpia
Careiului și sub forma defrișărilor pădurilor, a asanării zonelor umede
dintre interdune și a nivelării dunelor de nisip în scopul înființării
plantațiilor de pomi fructiferi, iar extinderea terenurilor arabile a diminuat
suprafața pajiștilor existente.Toți acești factori au determinat:
distrugerea,fragmentarea,degradarea habitatelor, schimbarea compoziției
covorului vegetal al nisipurilor, restrângându-se arealul speciilor specifice
zonei, mai ales a celor acvatice.
Rezultatele acestei cercetări permit tragerea unor concluzii relevante;
abordarea fito-ecologică a arătat o diversitate floristică deosebita care
rămâne foarte dependentă de impactul factorilor antropici ; acest domeniu
trebuie considerat ca o prioritate a politicilor de mediu care vizează
îmbunătățirea calității vieții în aceste zone fragile în contextul dezvoltării
durabile. Mai ales că Romania a adaptat Agenda 2030 pentru dezvoltare
durabilă, care cuprinde cele 17 Obiective de Dezvoltare Durabilă (ODD),
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reunite informal și sub denumirea de Obiective Globale,.Prezentul studiu
a vizat Obiectivul 15-Viața terestră – Protejarea, restaurarea și
promovarea utilizării durabile a ecosistemelor terestre, gestionarea
durabilă a pădurilor, combaterea deșertificării, stoparea și repararea
degradării solului și stoparea pierderilor de biodiversitate.
Cu acest studiu se vrea atragerea atenției asupra schimbărilor complexe
care apar ca urmare a impactului factorilor antropici, asupra importanței
ecosistemelor și a habitatelor valoroase, a necesității de a cunoaște și a
evalua speciile rare de plante și animale, sperănd să se găsească soluții
prin care să se păstreze acest Sit special în stare ecologică
corespunzătoare, astfel încât generațiile viitoare să o poată admira și
aprecia.
PESTICIDES AND INDUSTRIAL COMPOUNDS - IMPACT ON
ZEBRAFISH (DANIO RERIO) SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
Viorica RARINCA1, Alin CIOBÎCĂ2, Alin-Constantin DÎRȚU3, Mircea
NICOARĂ4, Gabriel PLĂVAN4
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Zebrafish (Danio rerio) is an emerging toxicity screening model for both
human health and ecotoxicology. Small size, ex utero development of the
embryo, low costs for adult maintenance (the breeding of the fish is
cheaper than that of mice) have made zebrafish an excellent model for
phenotypic genetics and chemical screening. Pollutants, predominantly
pesticides, have a comparable toxicological and teratological effect on the
zebrafish and humans due to significant similarities between the two
organisms' genome. After chemical exposure, zebrafish exhibit various
abnormal photo motor behaviour related to hyperactivity, hypoactivity,
constant movement, or an altered reaction in connection with light
changes. Compounds within the same functional group cause different
behavioural abnormalities, although compounds from diverse groups
cause similar behavioural patterns. Outlining the aspects described above,
the focus of this review incorporates the influence of industrial
compounds and pesticides on the behaviour of zebrafish.
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ESTIMAREA PREJUDICIILOR CAUZATE DE CĂDERILE
MASIVE DE GRINDINĂ PE TERITORIUL REPUBLICII
MOLDOVA
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Grindina este un risc climatic care, deși este mai rar întâlnit, poate
produce în scurt timp calamități naturale de mari proporții, locale sau
regionale, în funcție de traiectoria norului care a generat-o. Efectele
negative vizează pagube importante culturilor agricole, livezilor de pomi
fructiferi, viilor (de multe ori acestea fiind compromise). În Republica
Moldova grindina în general se semnalează în perioada caldă a anului
(aprilie - octombrie) și de obicei însoțește aversele, furtunile cu oraje,
ceea ce intensifică și mai mult dauna produsă de ea. Conform datelor
statistice colectate din arhiva Inspectoratului General pentru Situații de
Urgență, în Republica Moldova cca 260 mii ha de terenuri agricole anual
sunt afectate de grindină. În unii ani pe teritoriul raioanelor centrale ale
republicii grindina poate afecta până la 25% din toate terenurile agricole.
Caracteristicile locale ale reliefului (formele diferite de relief, expoziția
versanților, gradul de acoperire cu vegetație, culoarea solurilor, gradul de
umezeală etc.), contribuie la încălzirea generală a suprafeței active, fapt
ce determină caracterul local al grindinei. Din prelucrarea și analiza
datelor statistice, precum și din literatura de specialitate, rezultă că
aproape toate cazurile de grindină au provocat pierderi importante
economiei naționale, în special, agriculturii. Acest fenomen de risc poate
cauza învelișului vegetal următoarele daune: defolierea plantei, prejudicii
tulpinii sau conului de creștere, sau chiar distrugerea ei completă. Gradul
de distrugere a culturilor agricole depinde de caracterul culturii, de faza
de vegetație și de intensitatea, durata și mărimea grindinei. Scăderea
recoltei ca rezultat al defolierii plantelor depinde atât de cantitatea de
frunze pierdute, cât și de faza de vegetație la care s-a inregistrat grindina.
În fazele începătoare planta este cea mai sensibilă la defoliere, ca urmare
a procesului de fotosinteză strict necesar pentru dezvoltarea organelor de
rod și a roadei propriu-zise. Astfel, grindina poate provoca mari pagube
sectorului agricol în condiții când: se produce în plin sezon de vegetație,
surprinzând pomii fructiferi în faza de înflorire, vița de vie în faza de
formare a boabelor, culturile cerealiere în faza de formare a spicului etc.
În perioada anilor 1997-2018 au fost semnalate mai multe cazuri cu căderi
masive de grindină, care au prejudiciat pierderi materiale mari sectorului
agricol al republicii. Situații excepționale de proporții locale (21 cazuri),
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teritoriale (15 cazuri) și naționale (1 caz) s-au declansat în lunile mai,
iunie și iulie 2013 pe teritoriul raioanelor Râșcani, Dondușeni, Hâncești,
Strășeni, Criuleni, Anenii Noi, Căuseni, Cahul, Cantemir, Soroca,
Șoldănești, Leova, Fălești, Telenești, Sîngerei și Edineț, unde, în urma
acestui fenomen, care a avut loc în 71 de localități, unde au fost afectate
livezi, vii, semănături și grădini particulare. Din punct de vedere a
repartiției spațiale s-a stabilit că partea centrală a teritoriului Republicii
Moldova este supusă cel mai mult căderilor de grindină, fiind cauzată de
altitudinea mare și fragmentarea sporită a reliefului. Aici, în unele
localități (Cornești) se semnalează cel mai mare număr de zile cu
grindină, în medie 2,1 pe an. Cel mai puțin este supusă căderilor de
grindină câmpia Bălțului și regiunea de Sud - Est a republicii (în medie
mai puțin de o zi pe an).
THE ATLAS THE THERMAL AND RAINFALL REGIME IN THE
SOUTH OF THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA (CAHUL REGION
AND ZÎRNEȘTI COMMUNE)
Maria NEDEALCOV1
1
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The atlas contains a set of thematic maps reflecting the spatial distribution
of monthly, seasonal, and annual mean air temperature, the average
amount of monthly, seasonal and annual precipitations sums, potential
evaporation of monthly, annual and during the active period of
vegetation, number of dry days, Dry periods Index - Izu for a period of 57
years (1961-2018), etc. As starting material were used data recorded at
meteorological stations of the State Hydrometeorological Service. All
maps were elaborated at scale 1:1500000 in Universal Transversal
Mercator projection (UTM), using cartographic modelling. Collected data
corresponds to meteorological cabin’s height (2 m).
Each map is preceded by a page, with more information on the estimated
change tendency for each climatic parameter (period 1961-2018).
Cartographic modelling was performed in two stages. At the first step was
used multiple regression method, with some step procedures, that allowed
the highlighting the values, that reflecting the temperature, rainfall and
potential evaporation dependence on several local physical-geographical
factors. The second step consisted in the elaboration of digital maps.
Statistical analysis of data was performed in Statgraphics Centurion XVI
program and cartographic modelling and development of the final product
– in the ArcGIS 10.
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Regional climate change poses a real threat to sustainable development,
because this phenomenon is accelerating and our ability to adapt to this
rapid pace of change is low. The most affected territory is the south of the
Republic of Moldova, where climate warming has already become a
common phenomenon. Under these conditions, a new vision, a new
assessment of the hydrothermal regime at the local (topoclimatic) level is
required, with the purpose of using the climate suitability for the various
daily activities.
On the example of Cahul region and Zîrnești commune, the local climate
variability is demonstrated, which must be taken into account in the
appropriate adaptation to the new climatic conditions.
2017-2020 TRENDS OF PARTICULATE MATTER PM10
CONCENTRATIONS IN THE CITIES OF SUCEAVA AND
BOTOȘANI
1
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Fine particulate matter is responsible for significant negative impacts on
human health. This article presents trends of particulate matter with
aerodynamic diameter < 10 μm (PM10) concentrations in Suceava city
and Botoșani city. Daily limit value for PM10 in Romania is 50 μg/m3,
not to be exceeded more than 35 times in a calendar year. In 2019 and
2018, the maximum number of exceedances allowed in Suceava was
reached, but not exceeded. The exceedances were recorded mainly in the
winter months. In order to establish the exceedances causes of the PM10
particulate matter limit value set to protect human health analysed during
2017-2020, PM10 data series were analyzed during cold season and warm
season. Also, the PM10 data series with the mainly pollutants results from
combustion (CO, NOx and benzene), weather elements were analyzed in
the same time. The correlation between PM10 and CO, NOx was stronger
during cold season. The weather conditions also contribute to increasing
the level of PM10 concentrations which were unfavorable to the
dispersion (atmospheric calm or weak wind, thermal inversion). The
highest concentrations of PM10 are in Suceava city in the cold season. In
the warm season this correlation is almost absent and the highest
concentrations of PM10 are in Botosani city, this demonstrating the fact
that the emissions from large combustion plants and residential sources in
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Suceava are higher then the ones in Botosani. Correlating the data from
the stations in the cities Suceava and Botosani shows that some
exceedances of PM10 limit value have regional origin.
LOCAL CLIMATE CHARACTERIZATION TO ENSURE
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Maria NEDEALCOV1, Viorica ȚURCANU1,
1Institute of Ecology and Geography, Republic of Moldova
These studies are conditioned by the lack of extensive meteorological
stations network of on the territory of the Republic of Moldova, as well as
the orographic conditions expressed by frequent alternations of hills with
depressed landforms determine the great climatic variability on concrete
territories. That is why the research required climate interpolations, the
latter being possible thanks to the development of Geographic
Information Systems. The information layers within the ArcGIS Program,
developed for each separate physical and geographical factor (latitude and
longitude, relative and absolute altitude, slope orientation and slope, etc.)
together with the regression models calculated under the Statgraphics
Centurion XVI Program, were on the basis of digital maps elaboration,
that reflect the current state of the climate - for Ialoveni administrative
district, as well as the climate forecasted for the coming decades in this
area. The elaboration of the digital maps took into account the quality of
the model obtained in its entirety, as well as the level of significance of
each important physical-geographical factor that contributes to the
redistribution in space/territory of the climatic parameters under study.
We report that within the limits of Ialoveni district the altitudes are about
31 - 316 m, and the majority orientation of the slopes is northwest,
northeast and southeast, with a degree of inclination of up to 100.
For the first time, at the level of the administrative district, the
particularities of the current climate and those predicted in the coming
years, according to climatic scenarios presented by the Intergovernmental
Commission on Climate Change, were identified. A set of digital maps of
thermal regime and precipitation was developed, characterizing the
annual and seasonal climate, obtained as a result of modeling both the
modern climate and using the RCP4.5 projection, which emphasize
spatial differences depending on the absolute height, orientation and
degree of slopes inclination. Considering, the need to use the results
obtained in the development of the Ialoveni district to restore the
ecological balance, the results obtained were presented to the regional
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council for inclusion in the future development strategy, confirmed by a
Сertificate of Incorporation.
THE INFLUENCE OF HALOTHERAPY ON THE
DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN STUDENTS
Mihaela-Orlanda ANTONOVICI(MUNTEANU) 1, Chim Ion SANDU2,3,
Ioan Gabriel SANDU4, Simona DUMITRIU (URSACHE) 1, Cristina
Carmen STÎNGU (PALICI)5,
1

Alexandru Ioan Cuza University, Faculty of Geography and Geologie,
Geoscience Doctoral School, Environmental Science Field, Iasi, România
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Alexandru Ioan Cuza University, ARHEOINVEST Interdisciplinary Platform,
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3
Romanian Inventors Forum, 3 Sf. Petru Movilă St., 700089 Iaşi, Romania
4
Gheorghe Asachi Technical University of Iasi, Faculty of Material Sciences and
Engineering, Iaşi, Romania
5
Vasile Alecsandri University of Bacau, Department of Environmental
Engineering and Mechanical Engineering, Bacau, Romania

The paper presents the experimental data obtained on two groups of
students, one for the experiment and another as a witness. For both groups
of students, two classrooms and the school gym were used, in halocamera
mode, respectively in normal microclimate conditions. The groups of
students were differentiated by sex and age, including children born in
2006 and 2007, at the age with the highest growth rate. Halotherapy
offers optimal conditions for improving human performance in children
and a remedy for many diseases, being already considered a
complementary and / or alternative method of prevention and treatment of
cardio-respiratory and osteo-muscular diseases. The negative ions of Cl
and I, together with the cations of Na, K, Ca and Mg, in predetermined
proportions are absorbed in the body (being taken into the bloodstream
through the skin and lungs) during a therapy session, equivalent to the
period of activity at class of children, contributes, according to other
studies of ours, to stimulate the body's immunity and disease resistance.
The studies performed aim to analyze the influence of doping
(composition), porosity and diameter of generating granules. The
processing of experimental data has shown that saline aerosol therapy
increases the body's immunity and promotes oxygenation of the lungs. In
this experiment, the primary data were recorded in a tabular system,
followed by their processing and graphical representation of the evolution
over time of morpho-structural characteristics (weight, height, chest
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circumference) for each group of students, differentiated on the two age
levels (2006 and 2007) and by gender. The results allowed to establish the
ratio between different species of solions, the concentration in NaCl being
higher than 95%, and the others falling within 5% (KCl 2%, CaCl2
1.25%, MgCl2 1.25% and KCl 0,5%) and it was reconfirmed that girls
interact more strongly with saline aerosols, having higher values for boys
for most of the parameters studied.
CROP MONITORING WITH MULTI-TEMPORAL SENTINEL 2
IMAGES IN NE PART OF ROMANIA
Alexandra Petronela STOLERIU1, Elena Diana BOBRIC1,2, Iuliana
Gabriela BREABĂN1,2
1

Institute of Interdisciplinary Research - ICI-UAIC, Integrated Center of
Environmental Science Studies in the North Eastern Region - CERNESIM, Iasi,
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2
„Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iași, Faculty of Geography and Geology,
Department of Geography

In recent decades, studying the phenology of vegetation has become
increasingly. The influence of climate change on the evolution of
vegetation can be quantified by a series of biological indicators,
highlighting the impact of changing phenological dynamics on ecosystem
functions and functionality. By studying the phenology of the terrestrial
surface in accordance with the crop calendar using time series of
vegetation indices obtained from Sentinel 2 images, a new way of
monitoring the vegetation response to climate change has been developed.
By implementing the Strategy for space in November 2000 Europe has
the ability to provide ongoing, temporary information on the ecosystem's
response to climate change at different spatial scales.
The analysis was carried out in a cropland area located in NE of Romania
with coordinates 47°21ʹ0.86ʺ N and 26°49ʹ37.07ʺ E, the Valea Oii
catchment has 9700 ha from which the total agricultural surface is 6000
ha plus 3700 ha occupied by other land uses, maize and wheat being the
most important crops grown in the region.
The aim of this study was to understand the phenological stages of the
crops and to monitor the crops taking into account the Sentinel 2 timeseries images and spectral vegetation indices. In order to achieve this,
based on the specifics of the agricultural land-use, was selected six
satellite images Sentinel 2, two for each one of the phenological stages,
for 2018 to monitor vegetation changes. The analyses were included
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several spectral indices, such as Normalized Differentiation Vegetation
Index (NDVI), Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI), Adjusted
Soil Vegetation Index (SAVI).
Findings reveal that remote sensing data can provide accurate information
on crop development and can be used to increase the effectiveness of
traditional methods of crop monitoring.
CONSEQUENCES OF NEW RESIDENTIAL COMPLEXES
DEVELOPMENT ON THE QUALITY OF BUILT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE URBAN FRINGE OF IASI
MUNICIPALITY
1
Oliver-Valentin DINTER , Lucian ROȘU1, Cristian-Manuel FOȘALĂU1
1

Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology,
Iași, Romania

Quality of the built environment represents a disputed subject in the fields
of Real Estate Geography, Environmental Studies as well as Urban
Planning. Taking into account parameters that may be perceived as
subjective when measuring the quality, the analysis is conducted
differently depending on each city and its environmental particularities, in
order to better explain the housing prices.
In the post-socialist transition, the lack of the local regulations regarding
the development in the peri-urban area of Iasi municipality led to an
irrational land use. The cheap price of the land as well as the continuously
increasing rate of car ownership determined a fast-growing pace of
housing development on the edge of the city. This situation emphasized
the failure of ex-communist local administration to keep up with the
housing demand, most of the residential units having limited access to
infrastructure, public transport and other urban facilities.
This paper’s purpose is to assess the quality of the built environment for
the new complexes of collective housing and to determine if the price of
the apartments may be correlated with the result of the assessment.
Mostly occupied by individual housing, the periphery recorded a
constantly higher number of complexes of collective housing in the past
years. Mono-functional residential buildings, this type of dwelling lacked
the freedom offered by private housing. Having these considered, it is
undeniable that the built environment of the periphery suffered
irreversible transformations that shaped this area differently than ever
before. Environmental quality is often associated with the aesthetics of
the surrounding area, pollution levels and accessibility to local facilities.
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The visual impact of collective complexes (most of them having a higher
level of the buildings) is one of the parameters taken into account when
measuring the quality of the built environment alongside with the
walkability possibilities and the amenities of the surrounding area.
EVALUATING STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN IASI HISTORICAL
CITY CENTER; PREDICTOR FOR GENTRIFICATION?
Bianca Elena SOLOMON1, Lucian ROȘU1, Mihai BULAI1
1
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Iași, Romania

The historical city center of Iași, Northeast Romania, plays a major role
for the surrounding region of Moldavia (4.5 mil inhabitants) and the
entire country, as it hosted its historical capital district for more than 300
years. The historical area is an area of around 1 square kilometer, with
complex functions, and multiple historical interventions which shaped the
nowadays uneven form, characterized by longitudinal NW to SE main
axes that drain the flow of pedestrians and vehicles. The present paper
addresses the importance of certain observed physical, functional and
social changes that occurred in the historical city center in the last 10
years. The comparative analysis questions whether the present status of
the area is a proof of an ongoing process of urban renewal or even a
predictor for gentrification. The study is based on field observations
regarding functional, social, demographic, economical, legal and urban
planning characteristics of the studied territory in the years 2011 and
2020. The methodology focuses on observing changes in functional and
structural forms of city centre, the evolution of the real estate market and
the degree of decaying and rehabilitated plots. The results of this study
show that gentrification is a predictable process in the following year, as a
consequence of the spatial analysis of functional and physical
modifications in the historical city center. The sustained involvement of
the local community and authorities paired with the establishment of
optimized urban policies are key steps for an appropriate approach to
urban renewal of the studied area. Although the policy makers mainly
focus on physical, aesthetical aspects of urban revitalisation, the historical
city center of Iași must frame, as well, its functional assets and its social
balance.
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EVALUATION OF OZONE POLLUTION IN THE NE REGION
OF ROMANIA
1,2
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4
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Ozone is a strong oxidizer with a characteristic odor, bluish color and
very toxic. It is approx. 90% in the stratosphere known as "good ozone"
and approx. 10% in the troposphere also called "bad ozone". Tracking the
concentration of tropospheric ozone is important, as it is known to be a
harmful factor for vegetation, animal health and last but not least for
human health. Tropospheric ozone is a strong, very toxic, bluish oxidant
with a characteristic, easily recognizable odor. It is a gas with an
important greenhouse effect along with CO2, CH4, N2O. This analysis
captured the evolution and dynamics of interlunary and multiannual, daily
and hourly ozone concentration for the period 2015-2019, providing
quantitative, real and accurate data on the spatio-temporal evolution of
ozone pollution and ambient air quality . The multiannual ozone
concentrations at the APM stations in the NE Region of Romania were
within the legally allowed limits. The highest multiannual averages were
calculated for urban or rural stations: Iași 4 (62.84 μg / m3) and Suceava
1 (50.50μg / m3). The highest monthly averages of atmospheric ozone
concentration (over 80 µg / m3) were frequently recorded in the warm
season at Iasi 4 station (86.97 μg / m3 - June 2015, 86.55 μg / m3 - March
2018 , 84.94 μg / m3 - August 2015). The highest daily levels of ozone
concentration were recorded at rural or urban stations: Iași 4 (128.15 μg /
m3 - March 25, 2018), Iași 4 (123.02 μg / m3 - August 6, 2016) , Iași 3
(122.54 μg / m3 - March 26, 2018) and Bacău 3 (117.73 μg / m3 - March
25, 2018). The highest hourly values of ozone concentrations were
recorded in Iasi 4 (over 80 μg / m3 - between 13 - 19 of March September) and Iasi 5 (over 80 μg / m3 - between 15 - 19 of April-August
interval). The administration and the public must take and comply with
concrete measures to limit ozone air pollution.
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BUILDING A GIS DATABASE OF PROTECTED AREAS IN THE
REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA BASED ON INSPIRE DATA
SPECIFICATION ON PROTECTED SITES
Vitalie DILAN1
1

Tiraspol State University

Following the signature of the Association Agreement between the
Republic of Moldova and the European Union and the National Action
Plan for the Implementation of the Agreement, a set of laws for the
transposition of EU directives into the national legal framework,
including the INSPIRE Directive have been developed and adopted. At
this stage, the legislation of the Republic of Moldova covers almost
entirely the Implementing Rules required by the Directive, except the
Data Specifications.
The paper presents the results of design and spatial database development
of Automated Information System “Cadastre of objects and complexes
from the state natural protected areas fund” based on INSPIRE Data
Specification on Protected Sites.
TRACKING THE HAIL IMPACT ON ORCHARDS THROUGH
REMOTE SENSING METHODS. STUDY CASE: 18 06 2016
Vasile JITARIU1, Vasilică ISTRATE1, Adrian URSU1, Pavel ICHIM1,
Adrian ISTRATE1
1

Alexandru Ioan Cuza, University of Iasi, Faculty of Geography and Geology,
Iași, Romania

Hail precipitation can severely affect fruit crops because hailstones (hailforming pieces of ice) have high velocities and injure the aerial parts of
plants, leading to their exposure to cryptogamic diseases. Regarding
phenophases, the worst effects are those produced during the flowering
and ripening of crops. In the present study, it was considered to follow the
phenomenon from 18.06.2016 and to highlight the consequences on the
orchards through the Sentinel 2 satellite images. Through the NDVI
(Normalized difference vegetation index) and LAI (Leaf area index)
indices, changes could be observed regarding the chlorophyll activity and
the decreases of leaf density, things that confirm the manifestation of a
violent phenomenon with potential of damaging the plants.
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THE ANALYSIS OF REGRESSION IN THE PROCESS OF
STUDYING THE CORRELATION BETWEEN CLIMATIC
FACTORS OF THE WEATHER STATION CHIȘINĂU
Anatolie PUȚUNTICĂ1, Vitalie PUȚUNTICĂ1
1
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This study represents some of linear and nonlinear mathematical models
that analyze the regression of climatic factors in correlation trial. This
elaborate research is made on 1960-2019 years and analizes experimental
data of medium annual temperatures and of annual precipitation amount.
There were attained different kinds of forms of regression (linear,
parabolic, cubic etc.) and predictions for the correlation between the year
and thre medium annual temperature, between the year and the annual
amount of rainfall, and also between the medium annual temperature and
the annual amount of rainfall.
CLIMATIC RISK RESIDING IN PHENOMENON SPECIFICITY
AND CYCLICITY. CASE STUDY: EVALUATION OF DAMAGE
PRODUCTS BY “HAILSTORM” AND “FREEZING RAIN”
Florina TATU1, Dana Maria CONSTANTIN (OPREA)1, Elena
GRIGORE1, Elena BOGAN1, Dan Vasile ARDELIAN1, Marius Alin
CRISTEA1, Luminița SAFTOIU1
1
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Both globally and regionally, in recent years, an increase can be noticed
in the occurrence frequency of certain climatic risk phenomena. These
have caused major calamities resulting in high material damages and
substantial changes in the environment, but and human casualties. For
example, hailstorms produce falls of significant which represent the main
cause of ground damage. Severe produced by these hailstorms can
significantly affect buildings, automobiles and agricultural crops. Another
example, freezing rain can affect various regions and communities in the
temperate regions. Its formation occurs under certain synoptic conditions
typical for the cold season, by visible movement in opposite directions of
two air masses with different physical properties. The present study
identifies the atmospheric processes that determine the formation and
manifestation of the meteorological phenomena analyzed. The
meteorological phenomenon is studied based on measurements and
observations that allow the output of numerical forecast models,
atmospheric survey and satellite / radar data, and afterwards useful for the
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post-event assessment. Anticipating the magnitude of such phenomena is
an ongoing concern of national meteorological services. These services
can issue their warnings regarding potential destructive effects, and
effectively informing the population. This information allows can reduce
the extent of the damage associated with such a potentially adverse
atmospheric phenomenon.
ROMANIAN NATURA 2000 NETWORK: EVALUATION OF THE
THREATS AND PRESSURES THROUGH THE CORINE LAND
COVER DATASET
1
Adrian URSU , Cristian Constantin STOLERIU1, Constantin ION2,
Vasile JITARIU1, Andrei ENEA1,3
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The present paper aims to evaluate if the Natura 2000 sites in Romania
are placed over dynamic areas from a land cover changes perspective, or
if they are placed in areas with low human interest and what the impact of
these changes are. The effectiveness of conservation measures was
addressed by analyzing the number of land cover changes and their areas
in Natura 2000 sites, before and after declaring them as protected areas.
Corine Land Cover (CLC) data were used as a tool to identify threats and
pressures from each Natura 2000 site, and also assess whether land cover
changes are more frequent in sites with a high biodiversity index,
compared to those with low diversity, in order to estimate the
conservation status. Changes in the land cover during 1990–2018 are
characterized by three types of events, from 1990 to 2000 with most
changes recorded, followed by a relative period of stability from 2000 to
2012; the most dynamic period is from 2012 to 2018. The main changes
are due to deforestation. Only 29.7% ROSCI (Romanian Sites of
Community Importance) and 36.5% ROSPA (Romanian Special
Protected Areas) sites are characterized by a good degree of conservation
without or with low modifications regarding the land cover. The most
frequent threats and pressures that were found through CLC changes in
the ROSCIs in Romania are related to forestry, grazing, the extent of the
urbanized environment and those related to agriculture. The
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correspondence between Corine Land Cover and Natura 2000 specific
threats and pressures emphasizes new guidelines for the Corine Land
Cover program; therefore, this correspondence can be a potential tool to
get more information for Natura 2000 sites.
FRAMEWORK FOR ASSESSING THE TRANSFORMATION
CHALLENGES OF ROMANIAN CITIES
Diana Andreea ONOSE1, Mihai Razvan NIȚĂ1, Athanasios Alexandru
GAVRILIDIS1, Ana Maria POPA1, Nicoleta Larissa STOIA1
1
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Post-socialist cities face a variety of transformations related with the shift
from a centralized planning system to a capitalist one shaped around
private property and individual interests. These transformations range
from depopulation to urban sprawl and specific land change models and
have a crucial role in the quest of achieving sustainable and resilient
cities.
Our paper aims to develop a framework for assessing the transformations
affecting Romanian cities and to propose specific measures to overcome
the problems they rise. We conducted a literature review in order to
identify the categories of transformations specific to post-socialist cities.
We established three categories of criteria (social, economic and
environmental) and calculated specific indicators for case study cities.
The criteria were included in a multi criteria decision analysis which
served as basis for establishing a classification model including 4
categories of cities. For each category we proposed a set of measures
meant to facilitate the transition to sustainable and resilient cities. Every
city can be assigned in a category based on the calculated values of the
indicators for each criterion.
Our analysis offers the framework for analyzing post-socialist cities in
relation with the most commune challenges they face and alternatives for
achieving sustainable development. It can be very useful in the planning
process by providing a basis for implementing social, economic,
environmental and administrative measures in order to ensure the
transition to sustainable settlements.
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DIMENSIUNEA ACTUALĂ A METODEI STRUCTURII
ARBORILOR DECIZIONALI UTILĂ ÎN STUDIILE DE
REINSERŢIE SOCIALĂ A PERSOANELOR PRIVATE DE
LIBERTATE
Dan Vasile ARDELIAN 1, Cristian BRAGHINĂ 1
1
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Dezvoltarea continuă a societăţii româneşti implică transformări
permanente, cu o tendinţa actuală orientată spre evitarea riscurilor, stare
datorată anilor de criză şi de instabilitate legislativă, a deciziilor
necorespunzătoare etc. Studiul de faţă îşi propune să prezinte într-o
imagine sintetică principalele probleme dezvoltate de un sistem
decizional prezentat ca fiind funcţional. Acest gen de studiu trebuie privit
ca un instrument de ghidaj în relaţiile instalate între domeniile economice,
politice, sociale sau culturale actuale. De exemplu, conducerea strategică
ajută procesul de transformare şi de autoreglare a sistemelor bazate pe
relaţii funcţionale, în scopul menţineri unui raport echilibrat între relaţiile
sociale şi cele de colaborare, indiferent de tipul partenerului. De
asemenea, politicile de securitate vizează interacţiunea comunităţilor ce
alcătuiesc mediul social, în mod real, iar prin contribuţiile decizionale
sunt evidenţiate modalităţile de cooperare cu impact pozitiv sau negativ
asupra modului de viaţă a comunităţilor componente dintr-o societate.
Astfel, aplicarea metodei arborilor decizionali şi de prognoză, în studiile
de reinserţie a persoanelor lipsite de libertate, prin reprezentarea grafică a
deciziilor şi a ordinii în care sunt luate permite evidenţierea consecinţelor
acestor decizii. Structura bazală a arborelui implică: acţiuni, consecinţe şi
limite impuse de diferite activităţi; intrării şi modalităţi de ieşire din
activitate, deoarece acestea au probabilităţi diferite de realizare, etc.
Astfel, au fost identificate o serie de probleme în formarea capacităţilor
eficiente de gestionare a sistemelor dezvoltate de relaţiile necesare
reinserţiei persoanelor lipsite de libertate, sisteme ce pot furniza
informaţii utile şi în identificarea riscurilor majore şi a oportunităţilor
oferite de integrarea în UE. Aplicarea metodelor moderne de conducere
adaptate ţinând cont şi de procesul de reinserţie socială, pot contribui
substanţial la creşterea capacităţii de soluţionare a problemelor, la
creşterea calităţii serviciilor şi a performanţelor economico-sociale.
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RELATIVE STRAIN INDICE (RSI) REGIME ON THE
MUNTENIA REGION
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Elena GRIGORE , Dana Maria CONSTANTIN (OPREA)1, Elena
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1
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The human being, during his lifetime, is permanently exposed to variable
environmental from one moment to another, from one season to another.
If thermoregulation mechanisms make no effort to keep the thermal
balance of the human body, the climatic conditions to which the human
being is exposed create them state of physiological comfort. Installing
imbalance may seriously alter the human body’s heat budget, so that the
thermoregulating mechanisms are intensely worked out and put the body
at stress with bioclimatic discomfort. The relative stress index is an index
that allows the evaluation of the bioclimatic conditions of caloric stress,
being applicable, at the latitude of our country, only during the summer,
when the maximum daily air temperatures are lower or equal to + 26ºC.
The values of this index, calculated for the Muntenia region, over a period
of 35 years (1980-2015), based on the temperature (ºC) and the relative
humidity of the air (%), highlight the areas of potential discomfort and
even bioclimatic risk, due to hyperthermia. The detailed analysis of
bioclimatic indices is not only interesting, but also helpful in studying
their space and time variation on a unique scale of reference to best
describe the people’s weather od climate-related physiological comfort or
risks.
IMPORTANȚA ECOLOGICĂ A CENOTELOR DIN PENINSULA
YUCATAN
Viorel PARASCHIV1, Jeno TROMBITAS2
ACOCERO/Liceul Economic de Turism Iași
Colegiul Economic Năsăud, județul Bistrița Năsăud
1

2

Cenotele din peninsula Yucatan (Mexic) sunt martorele evoluției
geologice și geomorfologice în timp a regiunii, care conservă pe alocuri și
sacralitatea populației mayașe. Cenotele au evoluat pe baza solubilității
depozitelor carbonatice terțiare (calcare și dolomite) care au grosimi care
depășesc 200 m, pe alocuri. Importanța ecologică a cenotelor pentru
locuitorii actuali ai regiunii este determinantă pe fondul valorificării
peisajului acestora și în scopurile turistice. Protecția și conservarea
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peisajului cenotelor mexicane este însăși viitorul activităților umane,
acestea adăpostind bogate zăcăminte de apă dulce necesare supraviețuirii.
SCHIMBĂRI ÎN STATUSUL ECONOMIC ȘI CULTURAL AL
UNOR AȘEZĂRI URBANE DIN ROMÂNIA SAU CUM S-AU
ADAPTAT COMUNITĂȚILE URBANE LA NOILE SITUAȚII
EPURE Teodor1
1

Școala Gimnazială Adrian Porumboiu Muntenii de Jos/Colegiul Economic
Anghel Rugină-Vaslui

The Romanian urban landscape, which has at present a number of distinct
and contrasting elements that mark both positive or at least constructive
aspects and downright risky aspects including the development of a
human Community in civilized conditions. Dramatic changes, with
consequences still unpredictable for nature and society following personal
journeys for the purpose, including documentation and information, we
could see, on the spot, a multitude of things we could not go through
without warning or warning to their existence.
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GÂRLEA Cristina, 52, 58
GAROFALIDE Silvia, 59
GAVRILIDIS Athanasios-Alexandru, 49, 75
GHEDJATI Zakaria, 55
GHITA Luminița, 14
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GRĂDINARU Simona-Raluca, 49, 56
GRIGORAȘ Nicolae, 31
GRIGORE Elena, 73, 77
GROSU Dumitru, 35
GROZAVU Adrian, 5, 30
GURLUI Silviu, 59

MAZOUZ Said, 8
MEGA Mădălina, 5
MENTIU Gabriela, 61
MIHAI Florin Constantin, 48
MIHĂILĂ Dumitru, 71
MINEA Ionuț, 48
MITINCU Cristina-Gabriela, 16
MOMOTAZ Fozia, 38
MOROZ Ivan, 43
MUNTENIȚĂ Cristian, 4

H
HADJELA Ali, 8
HAMDAD Leila, 17
HUZUM Ramona, 57

N
NAN Alexandrina, 39
NEDEALCOV Maria, 31, 64, 66
NIACȘU Lilian, 5, 6, 33
NICOARĂ Mircea, 36, 37, 50, 62
NICULIȚĂ Mihai, 19, 60
NISTOR Alina, 71
NISTOR Bogdan, 71
NIȚĂ Mihai Razvan, 75
NURAIN Afrida, 38

I
IACOB Diana, 36, 37
ICHIM Pavel, 72
ILIE Nicolae, 3
IOJĂ Cristian-Ioan, 16, 56
ION Constantin, 74
IONCE Ruxandra, 29
IOSUB Marina, 48
ISPAS Bogdan-Adrian, 35
ISTRATE Adrian, 72
ISTRATE Marinela, 16
ISTRATE Vasilică, 72

O
ONIU Liliana, 65
ONOSE Diana-Andreea, 49, 75
OPRIA Ana-Maria, 42

J

P

JIGĂU Cristian, 10
JIGĂU Gheorghe, 7, 10
JITARIU Vasile, 72, 74

PĂDURARU Emanuela, 37
PARASCHIV Monica Gabriela, 56
PARASCHIV Viorel, 77
PAVEL Vasile Lucian, 34, 39
PELIN Vasile, 59
PETRIȘOR Alexandru-Ionuț, 11, 15, 17, 27
PETRIȘOR Liliana Elza, 11, 27
PIPIRIGEANU Mariana, 58
PLĂCINTĂ Nina, 10
PLĂVAN Gabriel, 36, 50, 62
POPA Ana-Maria, 49, 75
PORTARESCU Anastasia, 45
PRĂVĂLIE Remus, 51
PUȚUNTICĂ Anatolie, 73
PUȚUNTICĂ Vitalie, 73

L
LARION Daniela, 30
LEONTIE Liviu, 59
LUCA Mihai, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27
LUPAȘCU Tudor, 40

M
MÂNDRU Galina, 63
MĂRGĂRINT Mihai Ciprian, 60
MARIN Cornelia, 52, 58
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R

Ș

RAHAMAN Shiblur, 38
RARINCA Viorica, 62
ROȘU Lucian, 42, 54, 69, 70
RUSU Angelica, 50

ȘERBULEA Manole, 52

T
TĂRÎȚĂ Anatol, 40
TATU Florina, 73, 77
TEODORESCU Cristian, 11
TIRON DUȚU Laura, 35
TOMA Daniel, 34
TOPOLNICEANU Alexandru, 28, 32
TROMBITAS Jeno, 77
TURCHIN Boris, 10

S
SAFTOIU Luminița, 73
SANDU Alexandra, 18
SANDU Chim Ion, 67
SANDU Ioan Gabriel, 67
SANDU Ion, 59
SANDU Maria, 40
SARKAR Protima, 38
SASSI BOUDEMAGH Souad, 55
SCARLAT Cezar, 15
SFÎCĂ Lucian, 5, 46, 48
SIMIONESCU Aurel Gabriel, 4
SION Paul-Vivian, 22, 23
SÎRBU-RĂDĂȘANU Doina Smaranda, 57
SLAVE Andreea-Raluca, 49
SOLOMON Bianca Elena, 70
STADNIC Angela, 10
STĂUCEANU Marina, 20, 21
STERPU Lunița, 41
STICEA Ștefan-Andrei, 26
STÎNGU (PALICI) Cristina Carmen, 67
STOIA Nicoleta Larissa, 75
STOIAN Constantin-Alexandru, 18
STOILOV-LINU, 19
STOLERIU Alexandra Petronela, 68
STOLERIU Cristian-Constantin, 20, 21, 74
STRUNGARU Ștefan-Adrian, 36
SUSA Arina Alma, 11

Ț
ȚÎMPU Simona, 46
ȚOPA Denis, 28, 32
ȚURCANU Viorica, 66

U
URECHE Dorel, 50
URSU Adrian, 72, 74
URZICĂ Andrei, 20, 21, 37

V
VACULA Silvia, 33
VĂCULIȘTEANU Georgiana, 60
VASILINIUC Ionuț, 33
VÎRLAN TOMA Cristina Mihaela, 34
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